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RAJA JAVED ALI BHATTI

Obituary

We express profound sorrow and grief
on the sad demise of veteran journalist

RAJA JAVED ALI BHATTI
We have lost a valuable asset. His demise is a big and unbearable loss not only for the
family and the friends but also to the society where he contributed positively through
his pen. He served in the field of journalism and remained associated with Daily, Jang,
Pakistan’s largest circulating Urdu newspaper, for more than three decades.
During these thirty years he not only played a key role in the development and progress
of society but he also trained a nursery of new journalists who are presently serving this
nation in different organizations and at different capacities. His work was not only a
light for journalists but many politicians and people from different walks of life also took
guidance from his years of experience and wisdom.
He left us so early and suddenly that most of us could not believe that he is no more
amongst us. We believe his soul would be in eternal Peace. We thank all those who prayed
for him and stood by us at this time of grief.
We request for prayers to all our dear ones, friends and acquaintances.

Mourners
Raja Aamir Mahmood Bhatti,
Chief Editor, Diplomatic Star
Mrs. Shaheen Javed Bhatti, and children: Shumaila Javed Bhatti, Majid Javed Bhatti,
Madiha Javed Bhatti, Zain-ul-Abideen Javed Bhatti and Maleeha Javed Bhatti
Brothers of Javed Bhatti, Safdar Ali Bhatti, Khalid Ali Bhatti and Masood Ali Bhatti
Cousins of Javed Bhatti, Abid Ali Mehmood Bhatti and Zahid Ali Bhatti
Nephews, Asif Mahmood Bhatti and Qaiser Mahmood Bhatti
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Indian media war against Pakistan
A Brussels based independent organization EU-DisinfoLab tracked
Indian propaganda campaign against Pakistan. After a comprehensive investigation, EU-DisinfoLab exposed whole Indian networks.
According to EU-DisinfoLab report titled “Indian Chronicles – Subsequent Investigation: Deep Dive into a 15 Year operation targeting
the EU and UN to Serve Indian Interests’. According to report India
started these activities and cyber warfare against Pakistan, which
was propagated by Indian News agency ANI and led by Srivastava
group of India since 2005. Its long-term objective gives credence to
the term ‘fifth-generation warfare’, as the campaign aims to reinforce pro-India sentiment while pushing anti-Pakistan sentiment
across the world by manipulating the media. With a dual goal to
consolidate India’s power and image in the world and damage the
reputation of Pakistan, the Indian network has worked diligently
to get favourable support from international institutions such as
the UN and EU. The fake network created NGOs, think tanks and
media outlets to influence the European Parliament and create the
impression that pro-India, anti-Pakistan interests have support in
European institutions.
The network even repackages and disseminates news through Indian wire agency ANI, as well as little known media networks in 116
countries, to amplify anti-Pakistan content. Shockingly, the network resurrected a dead professor by using his identity and used
750 fake media outlets to push its propaganda. The sheer volume of
information revealed about this network is astonishing. Although
the European group has cautioned against attributing the network
and its activities to Indian intelligence agencies definitively, there
is a big question mark hanging over the Indian government which
must explain who is behind this campaign. The international community must raise its voice and demand an explanation from Indian
government about this group. Such propaganda is dangerous and
has far-reaching consequences. The EU DisinfoLab’s evidence-based
analysis is led by the belief that citizens should be well-informed
about the source of information and that they understand the context. This principle is key to preventing people from being manipulated, especially on social media. Their stellar investigation should
serve as a wake-up call for international community to punish such
actors who intentionally engage in disinformation and abuse international institutions. In fact anti-Pakistan campaign is part of
India’s intelligence operations against Pakistan. The attempts to
isolate Pakistan diplomatically do not end here. This report should
be shared with all Foreign Ambassadors based in Islamabad, UNO,
EU, USA and other important countries where Indian propaganda
apparatus are actively working against Pakistan.

Chief Editor
Raja Aamir Mahmood Bhatti
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Exclusive Interview

Pakistan is under no pressure
to recognize Israel

Exclusive interview with Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri Spokesperson of Foreign Ministry
Raja Aamir Mahmood Bhatti
journalistbhatti@gmail.com
Foreign office Spokesman
Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri shares
different
dimensions
of
current Pakistani foreign
policy with, Diplomatic Star.
He exclusively discusses foreign policy issues related with
Afghanistan, China, India,
Iran, Saudi Arabia and others.
Question: Kashmir dispute is the
oldest unresolved international
conflict in the world? Why is it
hanging for so long?
Answer: Jammu & Kashmir is one
of the oldest internationally recognized disputes on the agenda of the

United Nations Security Council
(UNSC), which remains unresolved
because of India’s intransigence
and unwillingness to implement
relevant UNSC resolutions and its
own solemn commitments made
to Pakistan, the Kashmiris, and the
international community. India
has been scuttling the UN process
on Jammu and Kashmir dispute
since 1947. The illegal and unilateral actions by the RSS-BJP Indian
Government in IIOJK have further
impeded the process of settlement
of this dispute under international
law, relevant UNSC resolutions and
other bilateral agreements.
It has been clear to the people of
IIOJK, Pakistan, and the international community, from the outset,

that the motive behind the RSSinspired BJP government’s illegal
and unilateral actions of 5 August
2019 was to inter alia bring about
demographic changes in the IIOJK
so that the Muslim majority in the
region could be changed by deceit,
fraud and brute force.
The subsequent steps of promulgation of new domicile law and

India wants usurpation of
the rights of Kashmiris
amendments in various laws, especially regarding acquisition of
properties in IIOJK, clearly show
that the primary motivation remains the disempowerment and
disenfranchisement of the Kash-
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miri people and further usurpation
of their rights.
India would be well advised to rescind its illegal actions of 5th August 2019, lift the brutal and inhumane lockdown in IIOJK, and hold
a free, fair and impartial plebiscite
in IIOJK as per the relevant UNSC
resolutions.
Question: Why Pakistan has
not been able to convince UNSC
members and international community to intervene and settle
the dispute forever?
Answer: Since 5th August 2019,
Pakistan has been raising the issue of Jammu and Kashmir dispute
in all our bilateral engagements as
well as the all international platforms. We have continued highlighting the a) legal, b) human
rights, and c) peace and security
dimensions of the dispute.
We have forcefully raised the issue at the UN, HRC, OIC, IPU and
on many others platforms. Owing
to Pakistan’s efforts, the United
Nations Security Council has discussed the Jammu & Kashmir dispute three times since 5 August
2019 after a gap of more than 55
years.
The United Nations Secretary General during his visit to Pakistan in
February this year expressed called
for India to respect “human rights
and fundamental freedoms” when
dealing with discontent in the territory. During his visit to Pakistan,
the OIC Secretary General’s Special
Envoy for Jammu and Kashmir,
emphasized that Jammu and Kashmir and Palestine remained the
top most items of the OIC agenda
and assured to take all necessary
steps to alleviate the sufferings of
the Kashmiri people.
On Pakistan’s call, three meetings of the OIC Contact Group on
Jammu &Kashmir, were held since
5 August 2019. A 12-member crossparliamentary delegation from the
UK led by the Chair of the All-Party
Parliamentary Kashmir Group (APPKG) visited Pakistan and AJK. The
Foreign Affairs Committee of US
Congress in a letter to Indian For-
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eign Minister expressed concern
over the situation in IIOJK. Even
Portuguese parliament tabled
resolution on the humanitarian
crisis in IIOJK. World leaders, international human rights organizations as well as the media have
been unanimous in their condemnation of the ongoing lockdown and communication blockade by Indian occupation forces
in IIOJK.
In a major diplomatic success for
our Kashmir diplomacy, the OIC
reaffirmed its strong and unequivocal support on the Jammu
and Kashmir dispute during the
47th Session of the OIC Council of
Foreign Ministers (CFM) held in
Niamey, Niger. Some of the other
resolutions adopted by the CFM

Human Rights,also reiterated serious concerns on unabated state
perpetrated violence in IIOJK, including indiscriminate use of pellet guns on civilians. Pakistan has
consistently maintained that there
can be no resolution of the Jammu
and Kashmir dispute without letting the Kashmiris exercise their
inalienable right to self-determination, as enshrined in the relevant UNSC Resolutions.
Question: Do you think that
there is a possibility of permanent ceasefire and resumption of
peace talks between Pakistan and
India? What Pakistan is expecting
from India for permanent ceasefire at LOC?
Answer: In attempts to divert
world attention from its internal

Spokesperson’s Profile
Mr Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri is a seasoned diplomat and a career Foreign Service officer with over 26
years of varied experience at the
Headquarters and Pakistan Missions abroad. Mr Chaudhri has
served at the key Pakistan Missions, including the Embassy of
Pakistan, Washington DC, and the
High Commission for Pakistan,
London. He has also held important assignments at the Headquarters, including Director General
(Afghanistan, Iran and Turkey) at
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Joint Secretary National Security
at the National Security Division and Director General at
the President’s Secretariat. Mr
Chaudhri is currently working
as additional Foreign Secretary
Asia Pacific at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Mr Chaudhri
holds a Master’s degree in
international Law from the
University of London and second Masters in Business Administration.
also included strong references
to the Jammu & Kashmir dispute.
Niamey Declaration” explicitly reiterated the OIC’s principled position on the Jammu & Kashmir dispute for a “peaceful settlement in
accordance with the relevant UN
Security Council resolutions.”
The UN High Commissioner for
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failings and grave human rights
violations in IIOJK, India continues to escalate tensions along the
Line of Control. The Indian occupation forces have been continuously targeting civilian populated
areas in clear violation of the 2003
Ceasefire Understanding, all established humanitarian norms and

professional military conduct. Pakistan calls upon India to respect
the 2003 Ceasefire Understanding,
established humanitarian norms
and maintain peace along with
LoC and Working Boundary. Pakistan also urges India to allow the
United Nations Military Observer
Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) to play its mandated role
as per the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) Resolutions.
Question: What is the status of
Kulbhushan Jadhav case?
Answer: Pakistan remains fully

nomic, political, security and military cooperation at all levels. Relations between the two brotherly
countries have continued to grow
over time. Pakistan and Saudi Arabia have not only closely cooperated with each other at international
fora but have always stood by each
other at times of need. Pakistan
values Saudi Arabia’s important
role in the OIC Contact Group on
Jammu & Kashmir.
Pakistan has an abiding commitment to defending the sanctity
of Harmain Sharifain. Pakistan

Prime Minister Imran khan had
said previously that he would mediate between Saudi Arabia and
Iran. Is there any development in
this regard?
Answer: Pakistan is an important
country with strong and historical
relations with all the countries in
the region. It may be recalled that
on Prime Minister Imran Khan’s
initiative, Foreign Minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi visited Iran,
Saudi Arabia, US and Qatar as part
of our efforts to diffuse tensions
and promote peace in the Mid-

committed to the implementation
of ICJ judgment. Our position is
consistent that the Indian government should come forward and cooperate with the courts in Pakistan
so that full effect could be given to
the ICJ Judgment. Sadly, India has
so far been evasive and been looking for a pretext to somehow frustrate Pakistan’s efforts to implement the ICJ judgment. The Case
is in Islamabad High Court at the
moment.
Question:
Is Pakistan losing
Saudi Arabia’s support and what
is the reality of current status of
relations between the two countries?
Answer: Pakistan and Saudi Arabia have always enjoyed unique
relations deep rooted in historic,
religious, cultural and social ties.
The two countries have strong eco-

remains firmly committed to the
sovereignty and the territorial integrity of Saudi Arabia. The people
of Pakistan have special reverence
and affection for the Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques (Khadimul
Harmain Sharifain).
Frequent high-level visits and
close leadership level contacts
have been the longstanding tradition of the brotherly relations between the two countries. The visits
by Prime Minister Imran Khan and
the landmark visit of Crown Prince
Muhammad Bin Salman in February 2019 have further cemented
our relations and provided new
avenues of cooperation in trade,
investment and other fields. The
long-term strategic relationship
between the two brotherly countries is time tested and will continue to grow to our mutual benefit.

dle East. Pakistan is a partner for
peace, and believes that war is in
no one’s interest.
Question: There are media reports that Saudi Arabia pressing
Pakistan to recognize Israel?
Answer: These reports are mere
fabrications, and do not hold any
weight. Prime Minister Imran
Khan had clearly articulated Pakistan’s position that unless a just
settlement of the Palestine issue,
satisfactory to the Palestinian people, was found, Pakistan could not
recognize Israel. The Prime Minister had stressed that Pakistan’s
policy in this regard was rooted in
Quaid-e-Azam’s vision. The Prime
Minister’s remarks are an unequivocal reaffirmation of Pakistan’s position on the subject, leaving no
room for baseless speculation. For
a just, comprehensive and lasting
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peace, Pakistan will continue to
support a two-state solution in accordance with the relevant United
Nations and OIC resolutions as
well as international law, with pre1967 borders and Al-Quds Al-Sharif
as the capital of Palestine.
Question:
Can you share the
main points of Iranian Foreign
Minister’s visit?
Answer: Foreign Minister of Iran
Dr. JavadZarif visited Pakistanon
11th November 2020. During his
visit he held a one- on -one meeting, followed by delegation level
talks with Foreign Minister Shah

dential election?
Answer: Pakistan’s position on the
situation in Afghanistan is clear
and consistent. Pakistan has always supported a peaceful, stable,
united, democratic, sovereign and
prosperous Afghanistan. Prime
Minister Imran Khan has consistently underlined that there is no
military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan. Pakistan has facilitated the process that culminated
in the U.S.-Taliban Peace Agreement in Doha on 29 February 2020,
and also supported the commencement of Intra-Afghan Negotiations

ghanistan.
Question: Dr Abdullah Abdullah
told in an interview that he was
assured by Pakistani leadership
that they would play their role in
convincing the Taliban to truce
or reduce the level of violence.
Would you please confirm?
Answer: Pakistan has always urged
all stakeholders in Afghanistan to
pursue an inclusive, broad-based
and comprehensive political settlement that is Afghan-led and
Afghan-owned. Pakistan has been
pursuing the policy to reach out to
all stakeholders with a view to fa-

and the agreements on rules and
procedure between Afghan parties.
Pakistan stresses upon the importance of an inclusive, broad-based
and comprehensive political settlement through an Afghan-led and

cilitate the Afghan peace process.
The Intra-Afghan Negotiations
have provided a historic opportunity for Afghan leadership to establish long-lasting peace, and it
is now upto the Afghans to seize
this unprecedented opportunity.
We urge all sides to reduce violence
leading to Ceasefire.
Question: On strategic partnership between Pakistan and US
where do you see it headed?
Answer: Pakistan attaches great
importance to its partnership with
the U.S. that has been a factor for
peace and stability in the region.
We look forward to working with
the new administration to further strengthen our bilateral ties
and continue our partnership to

India has vitiated the
atmosphere with its
illegal and unilateral
actions of 5th August
2019 in IIOJK and with
continuous
belligerent rhetoric
Mahmood Qureshi. The two Foreign Ministers reviewed all aspects of bilateral relations and
exchanged views on regional and
international issues.
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi emphasized the importance of optimally utilizing the
existing bilateral mechanisms to
increase cooperation in the areas
of trade, investment, connectivity, security and people-to-people
exchanges and to strengthen mutual collaboration in multilateral
fora. In this regard, he underlined
the need for regular interactions at
multiple levels.
Foreign Minister Qureshi apprised
Dr. Javad Zarif of the worsening
humanitarian and human rights
situation in the Indian Illegally
Occupied Jammu and Kashmir
(IIOJK). The two Foreign Ministers
also exchanged views on the rising
Islamophobia in different parts of
the world and agreed to undertake
efforts to counter this negative
trend.
Question: How Pakistan is seeing
Afghan situation after US Presi-
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All parties in Afghanistan must honor their
commitments for reduction in violence leading
to ceasefire

Afghan-owned process. All parties
must honour their respective commitments and work for reduction
in violence leading to ceasefire.
The Afghan leaders must seize this
historic opportunity to achieve durable and sustainable peace in Af-
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achieve peace, stability and prosperity in the region. We would
welcome resumption of structured
dialogue with the US.
Question: How do you see things
proceed at the FATF? Is it not our
failure that we could not come
out of FATF gray list?
Answer: FATF has assessed Pakistan to have completed 21 of the
27 Action Items under the current
Action Plan. In the six partially addressed items, significant progress
has been made by Pakistan, duly
acknowledged by the wider FATF
Membership. The statement coming out of the FATF Plenary is a
testament to the progress made by
Pakistan. Pakistan remains committed to complete all remaining
action items by the next cycle.
Question: Do you think that Chinese government is satisfied with
Pakistan regarding implementation of CPEC?
Answer: There is a lot of disinformation, misinformation, and propaganda aimed at CPEC. However
facts speak for themselves. Let me
reiterate, as often underscored by
our leadership, that CPEC is a transformational project and is positively
contributing to Pakistan’s economy,
national development, and regional
growth. Prime Minister Imran Khan
and President Xi Jinping, in their
meetings, reached consensus on
further promoting and expanding
CPEC as a High-Quality Demonstration Project of BRI.
We are in consultations with China on further expanding CPEC
and making it a centerpiece for regional connectivity and prosperity.
The 10th JCC on CPEC will be held
soon that will give further impetus
to the execution and expansion of
CPEC projects.
Let me share with you that during COVID-19, both Pakistan and
China have made every effort to
ensure that CPEC projects are
completed on time. We believe
that in post-COVID 19 world,
CPEC and BRI would become hub
for regional growth and trade. We
welcome third countries to invest

in CPEC’s SEZs.
Question: There were media reports that Chinese President will
visit Pakistan but later on it was
postponed, when the next visit of
Chinese President is scheduled.?
Answer: Pakistan and China are

“All-Weather Strategic Cooperative
Partners” and enjoy excellent bilateral relations. High-level exchange
of visits between the two countries
is hallmark of this relationship.
Both sides remains diplomatically
engaged to ensure regular exchange of visits from both sides.
Question: How do you see the recent revelations exposed by EU
DisinfoLab in itslatest report?
Answer: Pakistan strongly condemns India’s reprehensible tactics
against Pakistan that have, once
again, been exposed by the EU DisinfoLab, in its latest Report. The
Government of Pakistan views these
mischievous activities of launching unsubstantiated propaganda as
part of India’s unrelenting smear
campaign against Pakistan and its
preoccupation with maligning Pakistan. Publication of the recent report
by EU DisinfoLabfurther substantiates Pakistan’s position in front of
the International community
India not only spread disinformation but also abused international

institutions in its desire to malign
Pakistan. Pakistan has been consistently sensitizing the international community to India’s such
nefarious designs and ill intentions to undermine democracies
in the region through structures of
fake news organizations and think
tanks.
Pakistan has already put forth irrefutable evidence, extensively
documenting India’s active planning, promoting, aiding, abetting,
financing and executing terrorist
activities in Pakistan.
For far too long, India has masqueraded itself as a ‘victim’ of
terrorism. It is time that the
world saw the reality of India as
a state-sponsor of terrorism and a
purveyor of anti-Pakistan propaganda globally. By spreading such
falsehoods, India can neither cast
a shadow on the international
stature of Pakistan nor can divert
the attention of the international
community from India’s horrendous human rights record.
We urge the UN Human Rights
machinery, particularly the Human Rights Council (HRC), to take
a serious look as to how a prestigious platform such as the HRC
could be misused in such a manner against a member state. The
relevant authorities in Switzerland and Belgium must investigate the finances and transparency of the relevant NGOs registered
within their jurisdiction.
We also reiterate our call that
the EU authorities take full cognizance of this massive disinformation campaign against Pakistan and initiate steps to hold
accountable those who misused
their procedures and abused the
European institutions.
For durable peace and stability in
the region, India must eschew the
use of terrorism as an instrument
of state policy, stop its global smear
campaign against Pakistan, and let
the Kashmiri people exercise their
right to self-determination as enshrined in the relevant UN Security
Council Resolutions.”
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The Indian chronicles
Asif Durrani
The disclosures by EU DisinfoLab
regarding India’s dubious use of
media, NGOs, fake identities, impersonation and fraudulent use of big
names to malign Pakistan has been
shocking and has further exposed
the myth of Indian democracy and
its championship of human rights
and freedoms.
For 15 years, this fake media business
was run by Indian actors in over 100
countries, particularly targeting the
UN Human Rights Council in Geneva where it got 10 NGOs accredited so as to promote anti-Pakistan
agenda, and in Brussels where it
fraudulently hoodwinked MEPs into
criticizing Pakistan, especially on
human rights.
‘Indian Chronicles’, as the EU DisinfoLab has called its research, has
come up with a detailed investigative report of India’s attempts to
show Pakistan, and to lesser extent
China, in a bad light. The 15-year
propaganda campaign which was
led by the Srivastava Group and amplified by Indian news agency, ANI,
was launched in 2005 and is still ongoing. The actors orchestrating this
network are directly tied to the creation of three informal groups in the
European Parliament – the South
Asia Peace Forum, the Baloch Forum and Friends of Gilgit-Baltistan
– to organize press conferences and
events in front and within the European Parliament to malign Pakistan.
A moot question arises as to how European governments with elaborate
intelligence networks could not see
this multi-million-dollar Indian enterprise. Or did they simply look the
other way because of their business
interests in India.
Secondly, these disclosures also exposed the myth of justice and fair
play boasted by the champions of
human rights in the US and Europe
which despite gross human rights
violations in Indian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir have kept a meaningful silence over the Modi government’s inhuman actions, or merely
issued anodyne statements expressing concern in a mild tone so as to
avoid annoying India.
France, the champion of secularism,
quick to punish Muslim women in
hijab but conveniently ignored the
Citizens Amendment Act (CAA) or
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National Register of Citizenship
(NRC) which specifically discriminates against Muslims, and the
plight of over 1.9 million citizens in
Assam who have been declared illegal for being Bengali Muslims.
Obviously, France would not have
criticized India since it was in the
middle of finalizing the Rafale deal
with a whopping $5 billion bill.
Third, on December 8, US Secretary
of State Pompeo designated Burma,
China, Eritrea, Iran, Nigeria, the
DPRK, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan as countries of concern under the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998
“for engaging systematic, ongoing,
egregious religious freedom violations”.
The most amazing part of this designation was that India was conveniently ignored, despite glaring
evidence of gross human rights violations in and by India. The whole
world media showed the gory scenes
of the inhuman lockdown of Occupied Kashmir, and the brutal killing
of innocent Muslims by RSS goons
in full sight of the law-enforcement
agencies.
Last year, the US International
Commission on Religious Freedom
(USCIRF) had gravely expressed its
concern over the plight of minorities, particularly Muslims, in India
and had recommended sanctions
against Indian Home Minister Amit
Shah and other top leaders of India.
But it turned out that the US military-industrial complex was looking for multi-billion dollars weapon
deals in India which the Trump administration could not ignore.
Some would ask whether this disinformation network can be classified
as a propaganda tool, or it is falls in
the category of gross misconduct,
fraud, misuse of a third-country’s
laws, resurrection of dead media,
dead think-tanks and NGOs, as well
as dead people, in a desperate attempt to disparage Pakistan.
Will those MEPs whose names and
identities were used by these fake
media houses, NGOs and think
tanks try to take legal action against
the culprits in order to clear their
names and reputation?
While India has been busy orchestrating anti-Pakistan rhetoric in
the world capitals during the past
15 years, its game plan became more
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aggressive ever since Ajit Doval took
over as national security adviser in
Modi’s first tenure. The so-called
Doval Doctrine hinges on keeping
Pakistan under pressure through
low-level insurgency in the country
so that Pakistan amends its Kashmir
policy. India’s support to the TTP and
its associates as well as some Baloch
dissident organizations is a practical
manifestation of the Doval Doctrine,
which Indian officials proudly boast
about in their public interactions.
This recently uncovered disinformation network has been a propaganda tool to articulate the destructive doctrine with the sole objective
of misleading international public
opinion.
However, practitioners of the
Doval Doctrine must have thought
through the consequences and vulnerabilities of India, especially when
over a dozen ongoing insurgencies
in the country can be lucrative targets for Pakistan should it decide to
pay India in the same coin. Apparently, so far Pakistan has exercised
restraint but this patience may have
limits, especially when India tries to
equate international disputes such
as Kashmir with domestic issues
such as Balochistan.
Indian machinations to conduct terrorist activities in Pakistan through
third countries have been comprehensively documented in the dossier released by the government of
Pakistan last month to important
capitals. Hopefully, Western analysts
will take a serious look at these dossiers in light of EU DisinfoLab’s latest disclosures, and avoid sidestepping the issue as an India-Pakistan
spat.
Although Foreign Minister Shah
Mehmood Qureshi has called on
the UN and the EU to investigate
the abuse of their institutions
by India, how Pakistan handles
this issue, including taking a legal course in relevant capitals,
will be closely watched. There
is ample evidence to expose the
facade of Indian democracy. As
an immediate measure, Pakistan may demand delisting of
Indian-sponsored fake NGOs in
the Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) so that such shoddy entities are denied access to the UN
Human Rights Council (UNHRC).
The writer is a former ambassador.

CPEC is a flagship project of Pakistan
and China: Dr. Moeed Yusuf

Islamabad: December 10, 2020:
CPEC is a flagship project of
Pakistan and China. This was
said by SAPM on National Security, Dr. Moeed Yusuf while
meeting China’s Ambassador to
Pakistan Nong Rong on Thursday in his office. Both dignitaries discussed matters related
to China Pakistan relationship.
Speaking during the meeting,
the SAPM said that the cordial relations between the two

countries are setting a path of
economic progress in the region. China and Pakistan are
united at all fronts and both
countries are working jointly
for regional development. The
SAPM discussed the Indian
dossier. He added that India is
trying to sabotage CPEC.But together Pakistan and China are
ensuring that Indian attempts
will fail. Dr. Moeed Yusuf said
that Pakistan is focusing on eco-

nomic diplomacy and economic
security. He mentioned that
Prime Minister Imran Khan has
constituted an Economic Outreach Apex Committee for this
purpose. SAPM mentioned that
purpose of economic outreach
is coordination among various
relevant federal ministries, provincial departments and others
and for achievement of targets
The Chinese Ambassador said
that Pakistan need to develop
Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
being set up under the transformative CPEC. Pakistan has special relations and comprehensive strategic partnership with
China. The SAPM underlined
the need for China and Pakistan
to constantly give message to
the world that we stand united against all challenges. Both
sides also agreed to increase collaboration among think tanks
of their countries and to devise
a plan for this purpose.

Pakistan and Afghanistan Should
Have Integrated Economies: SAPM
Islamabad: December 23, 2020:
Dr. Moeed Yusuf, SAPM on National Security Division and

that Pakistan and Afghanistan
are neighboring countries with
shared interests. Pakistan has

Strategic
Policy
Planning,
chaired a session of PakistanAfghanistan Track-II dialogue
where the peace process in Afghanistan was discussed. An
Afghan delegation arrived in
Islamabad amidst signs of improving relations between the
two countries. Dr. Moeed said

an unwavering belief that economic prosperity for both nations is interlinked. Dr. Moeed
affirmed Pakistan’s support for
an economically thriving Afghanistan and reiterated Prime
Minister Imran Khan’s belief
that there is no military solution to the conflict in Afghani-

stan. He mentioned that Pakistan is working on an economic
security agenda which consists
of three pillars: connectivity,
development partnerships, and
peace within the region and
beyond. He added that peace
in Afghanistan is vital for connectivity with Central Asia,
from which both the countries
will prosper. He highlighted the
steps being taken by Pakistan to
strengthen economic relations
and people-to-people exchanges comprising of visa facilitation, enhancing trade, and assisting transit for the welfare of
Afghan people by creating two
border markets at Kurram and
Chitral. The Afghan delegation
appreciated Pakistan’s efforts
to ensure peace and stability in
Afghanistan. The meeting conveyed a great deal of hope for further progress in trade relations
and people-to-people contact between the two countries.
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Exclusive Interview

Andreas Ferrarese

Italy remains an active investor in Pakistan
Ambassador of Italy to Pakistan
Raja Aamir Mahmood Bhatti
journalistbhatti@gmail.com

Q: How do you see the relationships between Pakistan and
Italy?
A: It is a matter of great satisfaction that both our countries enjoy very cordial relations, since
establishment of bilateral ties
some seven decades ago. It is rare
that two countries would have
such a long history of relations
with absence of differences or
disagreements. Italy and Pakistan have a great unanimity of
views on several issues of global
importance as well as continued
cooperation in political, trade
& commerce, educational and
cultural sectors. I shall dedicate
my energies to further enhance
collaboration between the two
12 DIPLOMATIC STAR

countries in all the fields.
Q: What do you suggest to Pakistani investors? Do they have
investment opportunities in
Italy?
A: While Italy remains an active
investor in Pakistan, we highly
encourage Pakistani companies

It was my dream to
come to Pakistan
as an Italian
Ambassador
and businessmen to invest in a
number of sectors in Italy. Italy
offers lucrative investment opportunities as it has a domestic
market of 60 million people as
well as direct access to the composite market of 500 million Eu-
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rozone.
Pakistani companies may invest in the manufacturing sector of Italy which is the second
largest manufacturing economy
of Europe, fifth largest globally
and ninth largest exporter of the
goods in the world. By investing in Italy, Pakistani companies
could profit from latest technologies and expertise in important
sectors like food, fashion & design and robotics. Another benefit of doing business in Italy is
the availability of skilled workforce in various manufacturing
sectors, that too at a lower cost
as compared to other Eurozone
countries.
Italy ranked 10th on “FDI Confidence Index” in 2018 which reflects our resolve to facilitate investment in our country through

a number of incentives being
offered to foreign investors. For
example, Italian Trade Agency
would take care of full investment cycle for satisfaction of investors.
Last but not least, Italy offers investment opportunities in a large
number of sectors that could attract Pakistani investors, such
as Agri-food, Consumer Goods,
Real Estate, Chemical & Pharma,
Fashion & Design and Machinery.
Q: How many Italian companies are active in Pakistan and
on which sectors they are doing business or keen to invest in
Pakistan?

quired pace to enhance the trade
ties between our two countries.
Q: What is the volume of trade
between Pakistan & Italy and
what kinds of goods have trade
between the two countries?
A: The economic ties between
Italy and Pakistan have been witnessing an unprecedented development in the last few years,
with an increasing trade exchange which has reached 1.45
million euro in 2018 1.42 million
euro in 2019, growing steadily

in particular.
Some data can describe the positive trend of our economic links.
In 2015 our commercial exchange
has increased of 8.3%, 44.7% in
2016, and 26.8% in 2017, according to the figures of the Italian
Trade Agency - ICE. Still in 2019,
in a context of a general contraction of international trade, the
commercial exchange managed
to increase, even if lightly, bringing Italy among the top ten exporting countries to Pakistan,

from 2015. The increase in trade
flows is particularly evident in
the aftermath of the GSP plus
(Generalized Scheme of Preferences) signed with the EU, in
force since January 1st 2014. This
agreement, supported by Italy
at the European level, entitles
Pakistan to tariff exemptions on
three quarters of its products, in
exchange for ratification and implementation of the 27 major international conventions on labor
rights, environmental protection
and governance. Starting in 2014,
the annual value of Pakistani
exports to the European Union
exceeded six billion euro, according to sources from the European
Commission. We are confident
that this tool will continue playing a key role in enhancing trade
relation between Pakistan and
Europe in general, and with Italy

(fifth in Europe). Right now, even
though our trade flow has experienced a slowdown due to the
current pandemic, Pakistan is
our twelfth partner in Asia, with
an overall trade–to date-of more
than 675 millions of euro.
Almost 60% of Italian exports towards Pakistan is made up by
machinery for textile and agriculture, and by components for the
automotive sector. The remaining
part includes chemical products,
medicines, pharmaceutical preparations, while over 80% of the Pakistani exports towards Italy consists of textiles and clothing.
Q: Italy is growing its economy
in the agriculture field. Do you
think Italy can help Pakistan to
develop its agricultural sector
further with latest technology
and modern techniques?
A: Agriculture remains the im-

It is a matter of pride
and pleasure for me to
represent the Italian
Republic in this
beautiful country
Currently, we have companies in
the sector of hydrocarbon in engaged in exploration as well as
provision of LNG. We have also
companies in pharmaceuticals
sector, as well as in the Energy
Sector. This list is going to grow,
because more and more companies, in the automotive sector,
are eager to make their way in a
huge market of mass transportation like Pakistan.
Q: What would be the future of
economic ties in terms of trade
between our countries?
A: While we have seen a rise in
bilateral trade in past few years, I
still see a lot of room for improvement.
I feel we could easily reach the
mark of $ 4 billion bilateral trade
and I would be dedicating my
energies to achieve this goal in
coming years. I very much look
forward to strengthen the commercial offices in the Embassy
and in the Consulate in Karachi
so that we may work at the re-
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perative part of Italian economy,
providing livelihood to hundreds
of thousands and contributing to
our market. Over the years, this
sector has been revolutionized

their import bills significantly.
Moreover, olive products could be
exported as well to gain the much
needed forex. Italy has been, and
shall happily be assisting Paki-

Italy offers lucrative investment opportunities
as it has a domestic market of 60 million people
through R&D and adopting modern techniques. A number of Pakistanis are currently employed in
agri-food industry in Italy.
Given the potential of Pakistani
agriculture sector and the volume of Pakistani market, I see
numerous possibilities of cooperation in this field. Pakistani

stan in olive sector by sharing our
expertise and knowledge.
Pakistan should focus also on international markets for export of
their agri and dairy products as
country has huge capacity and
there is always a demand of quality products in the global market.
By increasing agri/dairy exports,

farmers can benefit from advanced Italian technologies to
enhance their production. The
same goes for livestock and dairy.
We can help them with our expertise convert raw materialsto-value added commodities. For
example, a liter of milk could be
worth a hundred rupees but one
kg of cheese would sell for some
three thousand rupees.
I have learnt that olive orchards
have been successfully grown
in various parts of Pakistan and
now they are producing olive oil
locally. By giving due attention to
olive sector and producing edible
oil here, Pakistan could reduce

Pakistan could not only gain significant forex but also raise the
living standards of millions of
people involved in this sector. I
would also mention the important activity of UNIDO and Italian Development Cooperation in
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Pakistani farmers
can benefit from
advanced Italian
technologies to
enhance their
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production

dairy sector.
Q: What are possibilities for
Pakistanis students to take up
their studies in Italy?
A: It is a matter of pleasure to
share that Italian universities
have become one of the most
favorite educational destinations for Pakistani students over
past few years. More and more
Pakistani students are getting
enrolled at prestigious Italian
institutes such as Politecnico di
Milano, Politecnico di Torino and
La Sapienza, to name a few.
Economics, Architecture, Engineering, Computer Sciences and
Communication Sciences are
among the most sought fields of

studies for Pakistani students.
The Abdus Salam International
Centre for Theoretical Physics
(ICTP)- an international research
institute for physical and mathematical sciences that operates
under a tripartite agreement between the Italian Government,
UNESCO, and International Atomic Energy Agency- in the name of
the eminent Pakistan scientist
Dr. Abdus Salam, offers numerous
placements to Pakistani students
and scientists every year.
Q: How we can improve the diplomatic relations through cultural diplomacy?
A: Cultural Diplomacy is one

fine aspect of a broad-based relationship among countries. One
of my goals during my posting
in Islamabad is to boost Italian

tant role for Pakistan by contributing to the economy through
forex remittances they make every year.

Q: Italy is one the main destination of human smugglers.
What role Italian government
is playing to stop illegal human
trafficking and is there any coordination between Italy and

of all coordinated efforts to curb
this evil and our commitment remains unwavering, always.
Q: What is current situation of
Covid-19 in Italy and how Italy is
fighting against pandemic?
A: As you are aware that Italy was
one of the countries hit by Covid-19 in the very beginning of
outbreak and very heavily. Our
government took numerous serious measures since then. Large
numbers of tests were performed
on public and extensive lockdown
was imposed to curtail the spread

Pakistan to take action against
human smugglers?
A: Italy, like any other responsible
state, takes this issue very seriously, and we take all measures
to curb this menace of human
trafficking. Italy enforces all the
international treaties and agreements on the subject and there is

of the virus. Thanks to tenacious
fight put up by our health professionals, situation was controlled
and things returned to near-normalcy in summers.
Now, we are facing second wave
of the Covid-19 as many other countries in the world. Our
health professionals have knowl-

One of my goals during my posting in Islamabad
is to boost Italian cultural presence in Pakistan
cultural presence in Pakistan
through various mediums. We
would like to improve Italian language teaching facilities here. Exchange of cultural groups is another effective way and we shall
try to invite more people (artists)
than before to share our culture
with our Pakistani friends. We
are also planning to show Italian
cinema with collaboration of local cultural and academic institutions. Very recently we have
discussed the possibilities of cultural collaboration with Lahore
Arts Council (Alhamra) and we
would be doing the same with
other cultural and educational
institutions to increase our collaboration in these fields.
Q: On which sectors during your
services in Pakistan you would
focus more in order to strengthen the bilateral ties between the
two countries?
A: Our target is to promote Italy
as a point of reference in Europe. We will invest our energies
in promoting increased bilateral trade and closer cultural exchanges.
Q: What is the estimated number of Pakistanis who are living/
working in Italy and what role
they are playing?
A: We have some 150,000 Pakistanis living in Italy. Most of
them moved to Italy several years
ago and I am pleased to share that
many of them are proud dual citizens, Italian and Pakistani, now.
Majority of Pakistanis in Italy are
living in North. Pakistani community in Italy has been an important part of services sector
and they have been contributing
to the economy of the country.
They also play an equally impor-

Italian universities have become one of
the most favorite educational destinations
for Pakistani students
no clemency for those involved
in these heinous activities of human trafficking by exploiting
vulnerable people and putting
their lives in danger. We are part

edge and expertise to handle any
untoward situation. Masses have
got the knowledge of precautionary measures and though a coordinated effort of the government
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and public we very much hope to
pass this phase without seeing
any unfortunate situations.
On December 27, the vaccination campaign began and restrictive measures were applied
throughout the Italian territory
during the end-of-year holidays
and we await updates in the
coming days.
Q: What message would you like
to give to the people of Pakistan?
A: I must share with you that it
was my dream to come to Pakistan as an Italian Ambassador.
This dates back to times when I
was involved in projects of economic cooperation between Italy
and Pakistan, some 26 years ago.
It is a matter of pride and
pleasure for me to represent
the Italian Republic in this
beautiful country that has a

long history of cordial relationship with my country. I
wish to thank all Pakistani
authorities and friends who
have always been supportive,
particularly during the difficult times Italy faced at the
peak of Covid-19.
I very much look forward to
work closely with the government of Pakistan, engage with
business communities in a
more productive way, as well
as with the people from academia, cultural side, health,
media, and other walks of life
to bring the two countries
closer than we are, and to
achieve new milestones that
would actually reflect the
true friendship between the
two nations.
Pakistan Zindabad

Pakistani women are cordial, welcoming and energetic
Mrs. Albana Ferrarese, wife of Italian Ambassador
Q: How you found Pakistani
women?
A: Well, I must say Pakistani women are cordial, welcoming and
energetic. I have found them performing active roles in different
walks of life including businesses. I
am surprised to see entrepreneurship skills of Pakistani women and
the way they are utilizing them for
the benefit of society.
Q: What’s your opinion about
Pakistani
culture,
ladies’
dresses and food?
A: Here, we talk about one of
the oldest and richest civilization in the world. Pakistani
culture is a beautiful blend of
many cultures and I am quite
involved in it by now.
Talking of dresses, they are
simply wonderful. You have got
a variety of fabrics and then
they are complimented with
amazing colors that give you
message of joy freshness. I re16 DIPLOMATIC STAR

ally like Pakistani dresses.
We have been eating Pakistani
food since we have arrived. Not
only we like it, but my husband,
who is a very good chef by the
way, is planning to develop
some dishes by fusion of Italian
and Pakistani recipes.
Q: How would you express
your views about capital city
Islamabad and tourism
opportunities in Pakistan?
A: Islamabad, at first sight
gives you a feel of calm.
Its greenery is matchless.
I see that town has been
planned with great attention and it caters the needs
of a modern Capital. I am
fond of Margalla hills and historical pockets of the Capital such as
Saidpur village and Shah Allah
Ditta caves.
These are natural tourist attractions among others and I am
January 2021

glad to see that authorities are
working on promoting tourism
in the twin cities. Sightseeing
buses have started operations
in the twin cities and I look forward to enjoying them soon.

Uzbek Transport Minister calls on
Prime Minister Imran Khan

PM expresses resolve to cement ties with central Asia
Islamabad: December 29, 2020:
Uzbekistan’s
Minister
for
Transport Makhkamov Ilkham
called on Prime Minister Imran
Khan, today. During the meeting, matters relating to bilateral relations, regional connectivity, and peace and security in
the region were discussed. The
Prime Minister underscored
Pakistan’s fraternal ties with
Uzbekistan based on common
religious, historic and cultural bonds and reaffirmed the
commitment to further deepen bilateral cooperation in all
spheres. The Prime Minister
recalled his last meeting with
Uzbek President Shavkat Mirziyoyev and stated that Pakistan
looked forward to his visit at
the earliest convenience. The
Prime Minister underlined
Pakistan’s resolve to forge closer ties with Central Asia, covering trade, investments, energy,
and people-to-people contacts.
The Prime Minister particularly
highlighted the importance of

joint efforts to promote regional connectivity for economic
growth and development of
the region. In this regard, the
Prime Minister said that Pakistani seaports provided a great
opportunity to Central Asian
States for access to the Indian
Ocean. The two sides agreed to
pursue Trans-Afghan railway
line project “Mazar-e-Sharif –
Kabul – Peshawar.” The Prime
Minister supported Uzbek efforts to secure financing for
the project by signing Joint
Appeal Letter addressed to the
Heads of various International
Financial Institutions (IFIs) by
Heads of State/Government of
Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and
Pakistan. The Prime Minister
stated that he had long underlined that there was no military solution to the conflict in
Afghanistan. The Prime Minister highlighted Pakistan’s positive contribution to the Afghan
peace process and underscored
that an inclusive and broad-

based political solution would
help establishment of durable
peace and stability and contribute to regional connectivity progress and prosperity. The
Uzbek Transport Minister conveyed the cordial greetings and
best wishes of the Uzbek President and noted that President
Mirziyoyev was looking forward to visiting Pakistan. On
behalf of President Mirziyoyev,
he also reiterated the invitation
to the Prime Minister to visit
Uzbekistan. He also reaffirmed
Uzbekistan’s desire to have
deeper bilateral trade and economic ties as well as enhanced
connectivity with Pakistan. The
Minister for Railways Mr. Muhammad Azam Khan Swati and
Advisor for Commerce Mr. Abdul Razak Dawood were present during the meeting. The
Uzbek Minister for Transport is
on a one-day visit to Islamabad
to discuss in detail rail and road
cooperation from Central Asia
to Pakistani seaports.
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CPEC is the future of both Pakistan and Balochistan
Dr Jumma Khan Marri
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is generally described
as a game changer for Pakistan and
Balochistan. But in my reckoning,
CPEC is much more than that. In
the long-term perspective, CPEC
is the future of Balochistan in the
same way as Balochistan is the future of Pakistan.
It is time the Pakistan government
gave Balochistan the importance
and attention it deserves. The province holds immense mineral and
agricultural resources but its development has long been neglected by
successive governments. Needless
to say, a well-coordinated longterm development plan for the
utilization of its natural resources
will not only herald a new era of
prosperity for Balochistan but also
transform the economic future of
Pakistan.
Balochistan has long been neglected. Especially, its rural hinterland and vast expanses of virgin land have remained starved of
any organised effort for economic
and social uplift. Water is scarce
and means of livelihood limited
for large segments of the population. Poverty is widespread and unemployment high among Baloch
youth who live near the cities and
can manage to get an education.
CPEC has the potential to put Balochistan on the road to rapid development provided the province is
treated as the fulcrum of this mega
project. It has been rightly said
that if CPEC is completed and sustained without the full inclusion
of the local population or remains
confined only to developed areas, it
will cause resentment rather than
become a source of satisfaction for
the people. The bottom line is that
the prime actors and benefactors of
this project must be the people of
Balochistan, or for that matter the
people of Pakistan.
It may be recalled here that under the Nawaz Sharif government
there were reports of corruption
and a lack of transparency around
CPEC projects. Many CPEC projects
were implemented in the Punjab
province—the epicentre of PML-N
voters—instead of in Balochistan.
There were complaints in the public domain about the effect that
corruption was having on CPEC
projects and their viability. In 2015,
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Daud Khan Achakzai, the then Senator from Balochistan, called CPEC
“the China-Punjab Economic Corridor, because it will mainly benefit
Punjab and not the other provinces.”
In the past, Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaaf (PTI) has been critical of
the way the PML-N government
handled the CPEC. Now that PTI is
in government, it must avoid the
mistakes made by PML-N and take
necessary steps to transform CPEC
into a true vehicle of all-round development for both Pakistan and
Balochistan. The province must get
its full and fair share of the infrastructure, energy and other projects

of CPEC projects. The provincial
government of Chief Minister of
Balochistan Jam Kamal Khan, despite being the ally of the ruling PTI
government, has complained about
Balochistan not being given its “due
share” in the CPEC projects.
For full flowering of the CPEC projects, peace is the basic need of Balochistan. No doubt, in recent years
steps have been taken to reduce the
level of insecurity and disaffection
in the province, but much more
still remains to be done in this behalf. The best way for the present
government to win the hearts and
minds of the people of Balochistan
is to prove by concrete action that it

being implemented under CPEC.
As a starting point, the PTI government must take notice of reports
that the implementation of CPEC
projects in Balochistan and elsewhere in the country have slowed
down over the last couple of years.
Earlier on, there have also been
talks of re-evaluating and renegotiating the CPEC projects. But the
Imran Khan government has since
taken steps to assuage China’s concerns. After Khan’s third visit to
China, he brought former Finance
Minister Asad Umar—who has previously defended CPEC—back into
his cabinet as the Minister for Planning and Development. Clearly, he
was brought back to improve the
implementation of CPEC and address Chinese reservations.
The PTI government must move
quickly to address the concerns of
Balochistan regarding the progress

cares for them. And this it can do by
bringing the fruits of development
to their doorsteps by speedy completion of CPEC projects. More road
networks, power plants, industrial
projects, employment centres, educational institutes and hospitals
to meet the needs of the common
people can be the best answer to the
propaganda of hostile forces.
There is surely a need for a new
narrative of stability and peace in
Balochistan. The notion of peace
can be best nurtured through confidence building measures and
adopting an inclusive approach
to solve problems facing the province. The people of Balochistan
should be given a sense of ownership by making their elected representatives active partners in a
new grand architecture of development for the province under the
umbrella of CPEC.
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President appreciates increase in Economic Cooperation
Development Fund by Korea
Islamabad: December 24, 2020:
President Dr Arif Alvi has said
that Pakistan highly values its
ties with the Republic of Korea
and wants to further take the
relations to a higher trajectory
in all areas of mutual interest.
He said that both countries had
enormous potential in the area of
trade and measures were needed
to increase the existing volume
of trade. He made these remarks
in a meeting with the outgoing Ambassador of the Republic
of Korea, Mr. Kwak Sung-kyu,
who called on him, at Aiwan-eSadr, today. The President emphasized the need to encourage
cultural and political exchanges
which could bring the two countries further closer. He said that
Pakistan was an important destination for religious tourism
as it had large number of Bud-

dhist artifacts and people from
Korea could visit these sites. He
also appreciated the increase in
Economic Cooperation Development Fund by the Republic of
Korea for energy and infrastruc-

ture projects. President Dr Arif
Alvi congratulated the outgoing Ambassador on the successful completion of his tenure in
Pakistan and lauded his efforts
in expanding bilateral relations.

New FPSC chairman Zahid Saeed sworn in

ISLAMABAD: The newlyappointed Chairman of Federal Public Service Commis-

sion (FPSC) Zahid Saeed took
oath of his office. President
Dr Arif Alvi administered

oath to the FPSC Chairman
at an oath-taking ceremony
held here at the Aiwan-eSadr. Zahid Saeed, retired
grade-22 officer, has served
on several senior positions
including as federal secretary Ministry of Kashmir
Affairs and Gilgit-Baltistan,
Secretary Petroleum, Punjab secretary Local Government and Community
Development Department,
Secretary Education Punjab and Chief Executive of
Punjab Rural Support Programme. The post of FPSC
chairman was lying vacant
for the last week due to the
death of former FPSC chairman Maroof Afzal.
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Planet’s future

Christian Turner

The writer is the British High
Commissioner to Pakistan.
WE are at a critical moment for the
future of our planet. Temperatures
are rising, floodwaters are spreading and crops are failing. Pakistan
remains the fifth most vulnerable
country in the world to climate
change despite only contributing
one per cent of global emissions.
For Pakistan, climate change could
be catastrophic. It will mean glaciers melting. Pakistan has more
glacial ice than any country in the
world outside the Polar regions. The
glacial outflow from lakes has risen
five times since 2015 as ice melts.
The summer monsoon flooding
which hit Karachi and parts of
Sindh was a stark reminder of the
tragic consequences of climate
change. Temperatures rising as a
result of climate change are having an impact on rainfall patterns,
making some areas drier and some
wetter. All this in a country which
is reliant on the Indus River Basin
for more than 65pc of its irrigation.
It will ultimately mean more pressure for water on the very poorest
in society.
Pledges to protect our planet have
been made across the world, but
all of us must do much more. Next
year, the UK will host the UN’s climate change conference, COP26, in
Glasgow. We will use our co-presidency with Italy to make sure the
priorities of the most vulnerable
countries are heard and acted on. As
part of the preparation for COP26,
Prime Minister Boris Johnson cohosted a Climate Ambition Summit
yesterday to mark the five-year anniversary of the Paris Agreement to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
World leaders at the summit came
forward with more ambitious commitments.
Prime Minister Imran Khan spoke
to those leaders to set out Pakistan’s
commitment and leadership on
nature-based solutions. But then
he went further and took the bold
step of announcing a moratorium
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on new coal power plants. This
ground-breaking
commitment
from Pakistan was a powerful message to other countries. It shows
the world there does not need to be
a choice between economic growth
and protecting the environment for
future generations.
The cost of renewable energy is
falling quickly, and over its lifetime will be cheaper than coal. So
Pakistan’s ambitious transition to
renewables — 60pc by 2030, including hydropower — will lead to
cheaper electricity. A recent World
Bank report showed that the rapid
adoption of renewable energy in
Pakistan would lower costs, improve energy security and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. This
should help Pakistan save up to $5
billion over the next 20 years.
The UK is leading the fight against
climate change. We were the first
country to enshrine in law a com-

aid for overseas fossil fuel projects.
Last week, Pakistan joined the first
meeting of the Energy Transition
Council, chaired by the UK COP26
president Alok Sharma and the
UN. The council will help ensure
countries like Pakistan access investment and scale up renewable
energy. As part of this, the UK has
committed over £11.6bn in international climate finance over the next
five years, and will invest £13 million in Pakistan this year on tackling climate change. This includes
supporting local communities
adapt to climate change, improving resilience through emergency
disaster planning, and helping to
increase renewable energy usage
and improving energy efficiency.
In October, when I visited the
northern areas of Pakistan, I was
left awestruck by the beauty of
the area. I saw for myself the devastating impact of climate change

mitment to bring all greenhouse
gas emissions to net zero by 2050.
The UK also has ambitious renewables targets, and a commitment
to cut emissions at the fastest rate
of any major economy so far. Last
month, Prime Minister Boris Johnson committed us to a new green
industrial revolution, which will
support up to 250,000 British jobs
by 2030. The plan has the potential to deliver over £40 billion of
private investment in the next 10
years, helping us develop innovative technologies and make strides
in cutting emissions across energy, transport and buildings. It also
creates a roadmap of further steps
the UK will be taking to reduce
emissions in the coming decades,
encouraging businesses, organisations and nations around the world
to do the same. At the same time,
the UK has committed to end direct

on fragile and remote communities, and how UK aid is working
in partnership with local agencies to make communities more
resilient. Pakistan has one of the
world’s most beautiful landscapes.
The potential for global tourism
is immense. I want people to experience Pakistan’s beauty for
themselves. The important arrival of Virgin Atlantic this week
is yet another step to help open up
the country to more visitors. The
UK and Pakistan — with our historic ties and close international
friendship — are natural partners
to secure a lower carbon future for
the world.
This world is a gift to us all. Protecting it is all our responsibility. Our
future generations are depending
on all of us to get this right. There
isn’t a plan B.
Courtesy: DAWN
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Pakistan - a ‘very safe place’ foreign tourists, travelers
European Union Ambassador Androulla Kaminara
Shabbir Hussain
Islamabad, Dec 25 : European Union
Ambassador
Androulla Kaminara has said that Pakistan, an amazing
country with diversity in terms of
weather, landscape, biodiversity and
a rich cultural heritage, with hospitable and welcoming people, is a ‘very
safe place’ for tourists and travelers
from across the globe.
“I have been lucky enough to visit
some stunning parts of Balochistan,
Sindh, KP (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa)
and Punjab. I hope that once the COVID situation improves, I will have
many more opportunities to see
more of the beauty that this country
is blessed with and to interact with
as many different people from the
cultural diversity of this country,” she
said in an exclusive interview with
APP on Sunday.
Ambassador Kaminara, who recently
visited the Rohtas Fort which is one
of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites
since 1997, said,” Many of the scenic

parts of the country still remain unexplored and that is where the huge
tourism potential exists, particularly
the stunning northern part of Pakistan with the vast Karakoram mountain range to the coast in the south.”
She said Pakistan was a very safe
place to travel and wished that many
more tourists and travelers from
around the world could have the opportunity to see the beautiful country.
It was a right time and need of the
hour to utilize the huge tourism opportunity by introducing the right
tourist policies and infrastructural
improvement to access the unexplored areas, she added.
“The EU believes that enhancing cul-

tural heritage is an important component – not only for tourism – but
also for peace and dialogue,” she said.
Replying to a question regarding the
EU role for recognizing the importance of cultural heritage, particular-

ly for tourism, the ambassador said,
“Culture plays an important role in
the EU foreign policy and is also part
of our Strategic Engagement Plan
with Pakistan.”
The cultural cooperation, she added,
countered stereotypes and prejudice
by nurturing dialogue, open-mindedness, dignity and mutual respect.
Culture was an engine for economic
and social development, innovation
and competitiveness particularly
through cultural and creative industries, SMEs (small medium enterprises) and tourism, she remarked.
For the tourism boost in Pakistan,
she recommended a comprehensive
sustainable strategy focusing on different aspects such as improved ac-

cess through better road infrastructure, transport and accommodation,
besides ensuring cleanliness and
protection of natural ecosystems.
Ambassador Kaminara said Pakistan was lucky to have six World
Heritage sites on its territory. The
Archaeological Ruins at Moenjodaro,
Buddhist Ruins of Takht-i-Bahi and
Neighbouring City Remains at Sahri-Bahlol, Fort and Shalimar Gardens
in Lahore, Historical Monuments at
Makli (Thatta), Rohtas Fort, and Taxila (Ruins) had a huge potential to attract foreign tourists and visitors, she
added.
It was a huge gift and also a very big
responsibility, she said. “I have visited
some of them. Although a great effort has been made to protect them,
more needs to be done. For example,
as a tourist it would be very good to
be able to buy a book about the history of the site as well as some handicrafts from the area near the site.”
As regards the preservation of artifacts and facilities being provided
to visitors at the tourist sites, she

said,”More work needs to be done to
restore and preserve some of the sites
to ensure sustainability – and to work
towards protecting these natural attractions from the adverse effects
of climate change and the impact it
might have on the livelihoods.”
An integrated plan was needed that
not only preserved the cultural sites
but also provided integrated services
to the tourists there, she added.
“A visitor will normally like to buy
some souvenirs, eat at a nice restaurant and combine the visit with
some sports, other activity or another
cultural site. A visitor normally does
not travel to another country just to
visit one site, but would like a range
of things to do and enjoy.” (APP).
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State responsible to accommodate
disabled people: President Alvi
Islamabad: December 29, 2020:
President Dr Arif Alvi on Tuesday said disabled persons in the
society deserved access to education and employment as their
“equitable right, and not as charity”. “The State is responsible to
transform the society in a way
that it accepts and mainstreams
the differently-abled persons in
all segments of life,” the President said in his address at a
wheelchair distribution ceremony, held here at the Aiwan-eSadr. The embassy of Azerbaijan
in Islamabad gifted 100 customized wheelchairs to the disabled
people in Pakistan, at an event
attended by First Lady Samina
Alvi, Azerbaijan’s ambassador
Ali Alizada and a number of disabled persons including children. President Alvi emphasized
on adopting inclusive approach
towards persons with disabilities by providing them education at regular schools instead of
secluding them at special institutes. He said persons with physical, visual or hearing impairment could be easily absorbed
into the normal school system, to be followed by targeted
skilled training for their accommodation at workplace. “It is the
time to shun the stereotype approach towards disabled persons
and give them opportunities
and access to facilities,” he said.
He stressed proper implementation of 2.5 percent disabled quota in jobs and ensuring training
through National Vocational and
Technical Training Commission
(NAVTTC) and Technical Education
and Vocational Training Authority (TEVTA) for effective results.
The President mentioned that of
the social welfare agenda initiated
by him and his wife, the uplift of
disabled people was a priority and
‘a subject close to their hearts’. He
said the government under Ehsaas
project had registered two million
people with disabilities for disbursement of stipend, while banks
had also launched schemes to offer
loans for special persons to carry
out small and medium enterprises.
The President mentioned that the
Chairman Capital Development
Authority had assured him that all
pavements in Islamabad would get
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ramps by March, besides 250 public
parks to also become wheel-chair
enabled in near future. He said
the government was working with
the business community of Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi to make
accessible the market places for
disabled. He said a survey revealed

that around 15 percent of the population of Pakistan was suffering
with different forms of disabilities,

gesture of compassion was a belief in respecting the rights of such
people. He lauded Ambassador Ali
Alizada for his commendable job of
contributing to the socio-welfare
development of Pakistan through
launching projects in fields of
education, culture, environment
and health, including providing
assistance to Thalassemia Centre
in Islamabad. He mentioned that
Pakistan and Azerbaijan enjoyed
friendship based on common religion and culture of “caring for
weaker segments of society”. He
also congratulated Azerbaijan on
liberation of its territories captured by Armenia in the NagornoKarabakh conflict. Azerbaijan’s
ambassador Ali Alizada said the
memorable event of gifting of
wheelchairs was manifestation
of the support the two countries gave to the rights of persons with disabilities. He said
the proposal by President Dr
Arif Alvi to Azerbaijan for customized wheelchairs depicted
his personal commitment to
the welfare of disabled people.
President Alvi and Begum Samina Alvi also took round of the
exhibition of handicrafts and

President lauds Azerbaijan’s
envoy for contributing to the
socio-welfare development of Pakistan
which needed to be given an accessfriendly environment in buildings
and public places. He pointed that
lack of facilities at public places
forced the families to confine
their disabled members at homes.
The President extended sincere
gratitude to Azerbaijan for gifting
wheelchairs to the disabled people
of Pakistan, saying the precious
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paintings made by children
with disabilities aging 12 to
15 years and appreciated their
talent. With majority of the
audience on wheelchairs, the
President and the First Lady
approached each individually
and greeted them with their
words of encouragement and
appreciation.

Second round of Pakistan-Azerbaijan
bilateral political consultations
Islamabad
18
December,
2020: The Second Round of
Pakistan-Azerbaijan Bilateral
Political Consultations (BPC)
was held in a virtual mode
today. The Pakistan side was
led by Foreign Secretary Sohail Mahmood; Deputy Foreign Minister Ramiz Hasanov headed the Azerbaijan
delegation.
The two sides reviewed the
full spectrum of bilateral
relations, including cooperation in the political, trade
and economic, energy, defence, education and culture
arenas. Guided by the vision
and direction of the respective leaders, Prime Minister
Imran Khan and President
Ilham Aliyev, there is strong
mutual desire to further expand the economic and trade
ties, deepen cultural cooperation, and strengthen connectivity between the two brotherly countries.
Agreeing that bilateral political relations are of exemplary quality, the two sides
affirmed the resolve to take
the overall relationship to a
new level.
Reiterating Pakistan’s principled support on the issue
of Nagorno-Karabakh, the
Foreign Secretary extended
felicitations on the historic
success in liberation of Azerbaijan’s occupied territories.

Deputy Foreign Minister
Hasanov thanked for Pakistan’s support, which won
profound admiration by the
government and people of
Azerbaijan.
Discussing the existing state
of play in the economic cooperation, the two sides agreed
to enhance and diversify bilateral trade to its optimal
potential and expand cooperation in the fields of energy, agriculture, science and
technology, railways and education. It was emphasized
to take tangible steps to improve mobility of businessmen, students and tourists,
including through early commencement of direct flights
between the two countries.
Both sides expressed satisfaction on mutual cooperation at the international fora,
especially at the United Nations and OIC and reaffirmed
their continued support to
each other on all issues of
mutual interest at the global
and regional forums.
The Foreign Secretary recognized Azerbaijan’s valuable support to Pakistan on
the Indian Illegally Occupied
Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK)
at various international fora,
including at the OIC Contact
Group on Jammu and Kashmir. He briefed the Azerbaijani counterpart about

the grave situation in IIOJK,
marked by gross violations
of human rights, illegal attempts to change the demographic structure of the
occupied territory, and intensification of ceasefire violations by the Indian side on
the LOC threating peace and
security. The Foreign Secretary stressed that the international community needed
to take practical steps to address the grave situation and
to facilitate peaceful resolution of the Jammu and Kashmir dispute in accordance
with UN Security Council
resolutions and the wishes of
the Kashmiri people.
The Foreign Secretary also
highlighted Pakistan’s positive contribution to the Afghan peace process with the
objective of an inclusive and
broad-based political settlement geared to bring lasting peace and stability in Afghanistan.
Both sides reaffirmed their
commitment to pursue opportunities and possibilities
for imparting greater depth
and substance to the bilateral
relationship. They also agreed
to enhance the frequency of
high-level exchanges and optimally utilize the existing
institutional mechanisms to
strengthen bilateral cooperation in all fields.
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Rawalpindi Leprosy Hospital’s German doctor
awarded for 33-year long services
Islamabad,
Dec
18,
2020:
German doctor Chris Schmotzer,
who devoted her life to the service of
humanity in Pakistan and worked
tirelessly in the country for over 30
years, received the German “Order of
Merit” earlier this week, the German
Embassy in Pakistan said.
German Ambassador to Pakistan,
Bernhard
Schlagheck,
awarded Dr. Chris Schmotzer
the honor in Islamabad. Pakistan’s health chief Dr. Faisal Sultan also attended the ceremony
and commended the work of Dr.
Schmotzer and her team.
“The honor is the highest tribute
the Federal Republic of Germany
can pay to individuals for outstanding services,” the embassy
said in a statement.
A member of the German Protestant Sisterhood of Christ-Bearers, the “German sister” as she is
called lovingly by her Pakistani
patients, decided to come to Pakistan shortly after finishing her
medical studies in 1988.
“Dr. Chris Schmotzer was bestowed the Cross of Merit for her
tireless service to humanity. As
director of the Rawalpindi Leprosy Hospital, she has been serving the people of Pakistan for 33
years now, offering treatment to
patients with leprosy, tuberculo-

to fight leprosy and tuberculosis. She also closely collaborated
with Dr. Ruth Pfau and the Marie Adelaide Leprosy Center in
Karachi.
Ambassador Schlagheck said Dr.
Schmotzer was a “role model of
true philanthropy.”
“Thirty-three years ago, as a
young woman, she decided to
devote her life to the service of
humanity. In Rawalpindi and

sis, eye and skin diseases as well
as rehabilitation measures,” the
statement said.
Since her arrival in Pakistan,
Dr. Schmotzer has contributed

beyond, she is widely known and
respected as a compassionate
and devoted medical doctor who
always gives priority to the treatment of sick and needy people.”

Germany to provide Pakistan technical
assistance for promoting textile industry
Islamabad: December 24, 2020:
Government of Pakistan and Federal Republic of Germany have
signed today at Islamabad the
Technical Cooperation Agreement.
Under the agreement, Germany
will provide technical assistance
worth €10 Million (approx. PKR
1.95 Billion) for two projects, “Promoting Resilience against Impacts
of Natural Disaster in Pakistan”
and “Improvement of Labour, Social and Environmental Standards
in Pakistan Textile Industry”. The
agreement was signed by Mr. Noor
Ahmed, Secretary, Ministry of Economic Affairs on behalf of the Government of Pakistan, and H. E. Mr.
Bernhard Schlagheck, Ambassador
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of Germany to Pakistan. The aim of
the project “Promoting Resilience
against Impacts of Natural Disaster in Pakistan” is to technically
equip the disaster management
authorities to support in development planning and implementation to reduce disaster risks.
Furthermore, the project “Improvement of Labour, Social and
Environmental Standards in Pakistan Textile Industry” at improving the framework conditions for
the implementation of labour
standards in the province of Punjab. The project will also support
the dialogue between state, private and civil society stakeholders and promotes incentives and
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advise companies to improve labour standards. Development cooperation between Pakistan and
Germany dates back to 1961 with
funding volume to-date totaling
more than €3 Billion. On this occasion, the two sides reiterated
their resolve to further strengthen
bilateral cooperation. Mr. Noor
Ahmed, Secretary, Ministry of Economic Affairs thanked the Government of Federal Republic of
Germant for the grant of technical
assistance in priority areas of Government of Pakistan. The Ambassador of Germany to Pakistan expressed his desire to enhance the
economic cooperation with Pakistan in the future.

Afghan peace talks and its many hurdles
Rustam Shah Mohmand
The agreement that was reached between the Taliban and the Afghan
government representatives on December 1, in Doha, offers some hope
for moving forward on substantive
issues. In a way it is a significant step
forward. But it is just a framework of
rules that ‘would guide’ deliberations
on major issues in the months ahead.
This framework of how talks should
proceed should have been worked out
in the first few days. It has taken three
months of discussions on seeking
common ground on how the discussion should proceed. That would give
an idea of the attitude of the participants seeking a consensus on how to
bring a long conflict to an end.
The euphoria generated by the agreement on how to conduct meetings may

Ashraf Ghani’s
government remains
the biggest obstacle to
any settlement with
the Taliban
have been prompted by an urge to see
“some visible progress” on the way to
a comprehensive agreement. But fast
on the heels of the so-called agreement
there was an uptick in violence in Afghanistan. The Taliban, the Afghan Security Forces and US Air Force launched
deadly attacks causing the deaths of civilians and combatants on a large scale
across the country.
The Afghan peace process would now
be impacted by the internal dynamics of a conflict and by the changing
regional environment. Then there is
a change of leadership in the US. The
new leaders in Washington would
have to deal with the prospect of a
quid pro quo — the Taliban agreeing
to allow some notional US forces in
the country in exchange for a transitional government dominated by
the Taliban. The possibility of the US

rejoining the JCPOA and its impact

multi-ethnic, broad-based govern-

on the Afghan scenario is another im-

ment that includes the Taliban as

ponderable. But what the new admin-

a major partner and other factions

istration in Washington would cer-

including those currently in the

tainly have to face is the rising level of

government. The new transitional

violence if a settlement is not reached

government will be established by

soon enough.

convening a Loya Jirga — the tradi-

In its assessment of the current situ-

tional and time honoured Afghan

ation in Afghanistan, the US adminis-

institution that is respected all

tration would have to take cognisance

across the country. Continuance

of the following ground realities: The

of the status quo will be dangerous

Taliban have severed all links with Al

because the increasing polarisa-

Qaeda. If anything, Al Qaida is now an

tion would spread chaos that could

adversary. The Taliban have no trans-

engulf the neighbouring countries

border ambitions. They are just a ‘sha-

also.

riah’ enforcement movement con-

These are some factors that would

fined to Afghanistan.

need to be incorporated in any ap-

No government that does not include

proach or initiative for ending the

the Taliban would be able to defeat

conflict and ushering the coun-

Daesh, the Turkistan Islamic Move-

try on a path to sustainable peace.

ment or other militant outfits oper-

Contrary to the opinions expressed

ating in the country. Only a Taliban

by certain quarters there are no

inclusive government can deliver

‘spoilers’ of the peace process other

durable peace to the war-ravaged

than those currently at the helm

The way out of the deadlock is a multi-ethnic,
broad-based government that includes the
Taliban as a major partner

country. Ashraf Ghani’s government

of affairs in Kabul. All regional

remains the biggest obstacle to any

countries would benefit hugely from

settlement with the Taliban.

a stable and peaceful Afghanistan that

The key to resolving the impasses in

would reach out to all regional and

talks lies with the US — the Kabul

world powers to protect its stability and

government cannot survive without

make progress to change the lives of

external financial support. Any real

an impoverished people who have suf-

pressure brought to bear upon a be-

fered for too long. Any prolongation of

leaguered Kabul government would

the conflict would spell disaster.

yield a tangible outcome.

The writer is a former chief secretary K-P and

The way out of the deadlock is a
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Pak-Iran Relationship: A Prospective Study

Professor Dr. Muhammad Khan
Historically, Pakistan and Iran have
enjoyed an excellent relationship.
Both brotherly states have geographical contiguity and religious affinity.
Besides, there have been strong culture ties and civilizational closeness
between the societies of both states.
For centuries, the area now constituting Pakistan remained the hub
of the Indo-Persian civilization that
produced remarkable works of art,
poetry, literature and great intellect. After the creation of Pakistan,
the natural affinity and closeness
shared by these two neighbours was
enhanced further and mutual ties of
both flourished to new heights. Traditionally Pakistani frontiers with
Iran have always been peaceful, safe
and secure. Iran was the first country which recognized Pakistan upon
its emergence as an independent
country in 1947. Indeed, there have
been historical linkages between the
people of Pakistan and Iran. Iranian
migrants and Islamic preachers had
left long lasting impression on the
people and civilization of Indian
Sub-continent.
In the historical perspective, Iran
had its security concerns arising
from the expansionist designs of
former Soviet Union and an uneasy relationship with Arab world,
therefore, emergence of a non-Arab
Muslim country (Pakistan) in its
neighbourhood provided it respite
and reinforced its security. Whereas,
Pakistan, otherwise agonized over
by Indian aggression and hostile
Afghanistan, took Iran as its strategic partner and Iranian soil as its
strategic depth. Iran, indeed demonstrated this by providing all out
assistance to Pakistan during 1965
and 1971 Indo-Pak wars. First Pakistani Premier Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan
visited Iran in 1949 and Iranian Shah
reciprocated in 1950, as the first foreign head of state. Thereafter both
countries maintained their bilateral relationship in an atmosphere
of Islamic brotherhood and as good
neighbours, with mutual acceptability.
Pakistan along with Iran and Tur-
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key established Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD); an inter-governmental organization for
socio-economic development in the
member countries in 1964. The organization was renamed as Economic
Cooperation Organization (ECO) in
1985 and its membership increased
to ten in early 1990s with the integration of Central Asian States and
Afghanistan. Following the Islamic
revolution in Iran in 1979, Pakistan
was the first country, which recognized Revolutionary Iranian Government. Besides sending a high-level
delegation under Foreign Minister,

and unbreakable, noting the two
countries’ common cultural and Islamic foundations, -------undoubtedly, the two countries’ national interests are linked to one another and
together we must strive to safeguard
these interests”. President Khatami
further accentuated that both countries should be able to “neutralize
divisive conspiracies” against them.
Earlier in May 1998, upon Indian nuclear tests, Iran showed its concern
and President Khatami in a statement said that; “We regard your
security seriously and understand
your position and the position of our

There is a requirement that both countries
should undertake steps for deeper cooperation
in the field of economy and security
then President, General Zia ul Haq
visited Iran as a good will gesture
in 1980 and 1981. During Iran-Iraq
war, Pakistan made hectic efforts to
negotiate a deal between the two Islamic countries to end the war. Pakistan also made its utmost efforts
for the normalization of relations
between Iran and Saudi Arabia and
other Gulf countries.
In early 1990s, there developed minor variances between Iran and
Pakistan over the interim setup in
Afghanistan upon withdrawal of Soviet Union and later on the issue of
the support to Taliban by Pakistan
and Northern Alliance by Iran. Besides, the regional and global forces
also tried to exploit their bilateral
relationship on various pretexts.
Nevertheless, Pakistan continued
maintaining its brotherly relations
with Iran and on a number of occasions pushed it towards reconciliation and shunning the differences.
Pakistan whole-heartedly supported
Iranian viewpoint on the issue of its
nuclear programme and maintained
that Iran has the right to develop
its nuclear programme within the
ambit of NPT. Through a progressive
reconciliation and hectic diplomacy
both countries come closer to each
other in last few years.
The commendable aspects of the PakIran relationship are such that, even
during the tense decade of 1990s,
there has never been a diplomatic
impasse in their bilateral relationship. In order to improve the bilateral relationship, former President
General Pervaiz Musharraf visited
Iran in December 1999. On that occasion, Iranian President, Mohammad
Khatami, declared the relationship
between the countries as, “profound
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brother, Pakistani nation. The security of Pakistan, as a brother, friendly
and neighbouring state, is crucial to
us. We consider their issue to be extremely important and will stand by
you.”
In 2016, immediately after the tense
relationship between Iran and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, then Pakistani
Prime Minister, Mian Muhammad
Nawaz Sharif and Army Chief, General Raheel Sharif visited Tehran and
Riyadh. Pakistani leadership tried to
convince Saudi and Iranian leadership that, strained relationship and
proxies would not be in the benefit
of any of them and especially Muslim World. Their mutual differences
would allow the external forces to
further exploit them, thus causing
bilateral hatred and regional instability. It should be kept in mind that,
external powers and international
power play would like to keep the
region instable through infighting between two major states of the
Persian Gulf. While maintaining its
neutrality, Pakistani leadership has
tried its best to bring closer together
both brotherly Muslim states.
In November, 2017 Pakistani Army
Chief, General Qamar Javed Bajwa
visited Tehran and had an indepth
discussion with Iranian Military
leadership for the peace and stability of the region. This visit was of a
greater significance for both countries, since it was undertaken after
US President announced new South
Asian Policy. General Bajwa also persuaded Iranian leadership to play
a greater role for ‘regional solution
to decades long conflict in Afghanistan.’ It is worth mentioning that,
Iran issued statements in favour of
Pakistan after Trump accused Islam-

abad on Afghan issue.
To reciprocate the visit of General
Bajwa, Chief of Staff of the Iranian
Armed Forces Major General Mohammad Hossein Baqeri along with
a high powered military delegation
visited Pakistan in July 2018. During the visit, the military leadership of both countries discussed issues related to; defence cooperation,
border security, fighting terrorism
and regional developments. Apart
from these aspects, both military
heads discussed as how to deal with
emerging security threats in the region. With the aim to promote better
relationship, Prime Minister Imran
Khan visited Iran in October 2019.
The two-day visit of Prime Minister
Imran Khan was very significant
from the perspective of defusing regional tension between Tehran and
Riyadh and for enhancing bilateral
relationship between Tehran and Islamabad.
Pakistan and Iran are the prominent
and leading countries of the Islamic
world; therefore, both need to bridge
the trust deficit, which kept their bilateral relations as hostage. For the
restoration of the trust, it is a prerequisite to respect each other’s sovereignty in true sense. Besides, there is
a need for to enhance the volume of
trade and people to people contact.

There is a 1949, ‘Treaty of Friendship
to Initiate Trade Relations’, between
both countries, which can be re-evaluated as per the requirements of contemporary time. In recent years, there
have been many confidence-building
measures (CBMs), both at the level of
states and the masses. Indeed these
measures have further reinforced the
Pak-Iran bilateral relationship. Strategists in both countries acknowledge
that, owing to factors like religious affinity, cultural linkages, and economic

Pakistan is concerned
over the US unilateral
pull out from Iran’s
nuclear deal
compulsions, both nations cannot afford detachment from each other. In
the changed strategic environment
emerging from the concentration of
global players in the region, Pakistan
and Iran must come closer to each
other for taking a common stance on
issues of strategic significance, like
security that impinge both with different faces. There is a requirement
that both countries should undertake
steps for deeper cooperation in the
field of economy and security. Signing
of project like Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline despite US pressure and Indian

refusal at the critical stage is a very
welcoming one. Pakistan must take
practical steps to complete IP. Pakistan is concerned over the US unilateral pull out from Iran’s nuclear deal.
Similarly Pakistan is also concerned
over US sanctions over Iran. About
Afghanistan, both countries consider
that, people of Afghanistan should
have right to decide their future as per
their own wishes.
Owing to rapid changes in the
global political scenarios and regional security environment in the
Middle Eastern region, there is a
need that, Pakistan and Iran must
strengthen their bilateral ties at all
level; political, diplomatic, social
and economic. In this regards, academia, think tanks and media are
some useful means which can play
a very positive role in bringing Iran
and Pakistan further closer to each
other. Academicians and scholars
must visit each other’s country
more frequently. The existing level
of people-to-people contact must
be enhanced for the development
of confidence among the masses.
The platform of the ECO should be
mobilized for the regional interaction, economic harmony, and overall prosperity of the region.
The writer is a Professor of Politics
and International Relations-IIUI

SAPM Nadeem Babar hailed the British companies’
Interest to invest in energy sector of Pakistan

Islamabad: December 10, 2020: H.E
Dr. Christian Turner, High Commissioner of United Kingdom in Pakistan called on Mr. Nadeem Babar,
Special Assistant to Prime Minister
on Petroleum at the Petroleum Division this morning. SAPM shared
the structural reforms being carried
out in the energy sector in view of
newly promulgated Renewable Energy Policy of Pakistan. He said that

the government had set an ambitious targets to introduce 20 percent
renewable energy by 2025, and 30
percent by end of 2030. With an additional share of 30-40percent hydel
power generation, Pakistan will have
the cleanest generation mix as a result. SAPM also apprised the envoy
that the government is focusing on
assembly & manufacturing of wind
turbines and solar panels for renew-

able energy projects here in Pakistan
with collaboration of some foreign
companies and also invited British
companies to participate in these
projects. The High Commissioner
commended the initiatives taken
by the current government to revamp the energy sector and said
that UK looked at Pakistani energy market as of great potential.
He shared that British companies
are interested to invest in the energy sector of Pakistan especially
in off grids solutions and distributed generation system. He also
indicated that approximately USD
1.5 billion of credit line for export
credit facility remains largely unused and urged Pakistani projects
to utilize it more. SAPM hailed
the British Companies’ interest to
invest & expressed that the government would welcome investment and the presence of British
companies in the energy sector of
the country.
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Fencing of Gwadar
Rafiullah Kakar
Media reports about the federal
government’s plan to fence the
port town of Gwadar for security
reasons have sparked a controversy. Baloch political parties have
termed it a conspiracy and vowed
to resist it at all forums. This discontent is part of a wider societal
scepticism towards Islamabadled mega economic development
projects in Balochistan, especially
the multibillion-dollar CPEC. In
response, the civilian and military
elites maintain that CPEC will promote economic development and
address major gaps in physical and
energy infrastructure.
There is no denying that economic
development interventions, such
as CPEC, have the potential to reduce conflict in affected zones.
However, poorly designed and illplanned economic interventions
may prove counterproductive. This
warrants a dispassionate review
of the state’s approach towards
economic development in Balochistan.
Successful economic development
and reconstruction efforts in conflict zones are typically preceded
by the cessation of hostilities and
political reconciliation. Sustainable economic development can’t
effectively proceed without first
achieving a minimum level of
peace. Economic development
amidst conflict is fraught with several risks.
First, it leads to a situation where
the military assumes a greater role
not only in security matters but
also economic development interventions. This, on the one hand,
increases militarisation in the region, which is bound to create anger in a place like Balochistan with
its long history of local resentment
towards security check posts and
cantonments. The Baloch fear that
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increased militarisation will intensify repression and further restrict
people’s movement. On the other
hand, military-driven economic
interventions create issues of legitimacy and local ownership. Political elements in Balochistan across
the spectrum have expressed serious reservations about CPEC and
the associated militarisation. The
local population in Gwadar, especially fishermen, believe they are
being displaced and dispossessed
in their own land. The fencing of
Gwadar will validate their worst
fears.
Further, the non-inclusive, extractive model of development pushed
by the ruling elites in Islamabad
has not only created resentment
but also contributed to the delegitimisation of parliamentary politics
and alienation of pro-federation
Baloch political voices. Baloch nationalist parties, which advocate
non-violent parliamentary means
for the resolution of their grievances, have traditionally been
criticised by Baloch insurgents for
giving legitimacy to what they dub
as an ‘ineffective’ parliamentary
system. The intensification of the
militarised, exploitative approach
to economic development has
strengthened the former narrative
and undermined non-violent, profederation political voices in the
province.
Lastly, a militarised approach to
economic development inadvertently puts off prospective investors and foreign governments
for whom the enhanced security
measures are intended. Attracting private or foreign investment
in such an environment is bound
to be difficult. The civilian and
military elites need to realise that
mega development initiatives like
CPEC can’t succeed without local
buy-in and ownership. Repression and development can’t go
hand in hand. Local support can
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be ensured by adopting an approach to economic development
that is conflict-sensitive and prioritises the objective of peacebuilding over narrowly defined
economic goals. This, among
others, warrants the need for political reconciliation with Baloch
insurgents and the adoption of a
more inclusive, participatory approach to development.
The current political settlement in
Balochistan is fragile and exclusionary in nature. Under these circumstances, it is imperative to first
reform the current settlement and
then promote economic development programmes that are aimed
at reducing conflict. But instead of
opting for political reconciliation,
the state seems keen on using coercive tactics to deal with the situation.
The security establishment needs
to realise and appreciate that a
hard approach alone can ensure
only partial and temporary peace
at best and that a low-level insurgency could continue almost indefinitely no matter what security measures are taken. Complete
suppression and defeat of the
Baloch insurgency is nearly impossible. And low-level violence
is enough to put the state on the
defensive, draw international attention and unsettle foreign investors.
In the light of the above, it can be
fairly concluded that the fencing of
Gwadar is likely to intensify feelings of deprivation and marginalisation in Balochistan. The people
of Balochistan regard their coastal
belt and Gwadar as an asset that
may bring them prosperity. Only
an inclusive and conflict-sensitive
approach to development may
promote ownership and generate
wider socioeconomic benefits for
the local populace.
The writer is a public policy and development specialist from Balochistan.

Pak-China media cooperation to help evolve objective
narrative of CPEC, BRI: Ambassador Moin ul Haque
BEIJING, Dec 28 (APP): Pakistan
Ambassador to China, Moin ul
Haque on Monday said that enhanced media cooperation between
Pakistan and China would help two
countries to evolve a correct and
objective narrative of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) for
both domestic and international
audience. It is imperative for media
organizations and opinion-makers of the two countries to devise
a concerted and sustained media
strategy to expose ill intentions of
adversaries and highlight success
and significance of CPEC.He made
these remarks while addressing
6th CPEC Media Forum hosted and
organized by the Chinese Embassy
in Islamabad, China-Economic Net
and Pakistan China Institute.
Ambassador Haque pointed out
that despite BRI’s universal success and CPEC’s visible and tangible
dividends for Pakistan, some voices
in certain countries have taken a
highly prejudiced view of CPEC to
undermine its accomplishments
and obfuscate its future possibilities and expansion.They resort to
wishful distortion of facts and fabrication of lies. “It is ironical that
this propaganda is spearheaded
by those who claim to be the flagbearers of economic integration,
regional connectivity and transparency and openness,”he added.
He proposed that the media houses
of the two countries should undertake a fair and objective assessment
of BRI and highlight its universal
legitimacy and success for spurring
economic growth and development
in partner countries. “And at the
same time, the discourse on CPEC
should particularly bring to fore
its concrete and tangible achievements for addressing Pakistan’s
energy crisis, expansion of our development infrastructure and role
in socio-economic prosperity for
people of Pakistan, “he added.
He suggested that media should
galvanise public support for bilateral relations, educate masses
about the historic significance of
bilateral friendship and its strategic importance for both countries,
adding, “No media strategy is successful without stirring hearts of
our peoples to the symphony of
friendship.”

Emphasising a need of expanding
bilateral cultural linkages and people-to-people ties, he said that special media campaigns to advance
our historical experiences, common
Asian values and cultural affinities
should be initiated.
As arts and drama are the best reflection of a nation’s philosophy
and culture, the entertainment
industries of two countries should
forge strong linkages and promote
our dramas, movies and music, he
added. He said there is a lot of interest in forging partnership for
screening of Pakistani and Chinese
movies in each other countries and
also for joint production of films.
Ambassador Haque informed that
Pakistan and China will be celebrating 70th anniversary of establishment of diplomatic ties between
the two countries next year. The
next year also marks the centennial of Communist Party of China.
“So media houses of the two countries should organise special programmes, documentaries and seminars to celebrate this important
milestone and renew our resolve
to take our ties to new heights, “he
added.
Appreciating the role of media during the pandemic, he said that it
not only played a key role in fighting the disease but also assisted the
governments to raise awareness
about the disease and preventive

measures. He remarked that the
media cooperation between the
two nations has played a historic
role to promote the bilateral relations and it is also due to the professionalism and patriotism of our
media organizations and journalists that Pakistan-China friendship
has evolved into “Iron Brotherhood
and All-Weather Ties” permeating
across all sections of our societies.
Pakistan, he said, is one of the earliest and enthusiastic proponents of
President Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road
Initiative and has emphatically endorsed its philosophy for win-win
cooperation and regional economic
integration. As the pilot project of
BRI, CPEC stellar success is a testimony of it that Pakistan has now
surmounted the chronic energy
crisis and laid out a solid infrastructure network for subsequent
national development and growth.
Phase-II of CPEC is now aimed at
people-centric progress to make it a
high-quality demonstration project
of BRI.
He said that two days back, the
meeting of CPEC Joint Working
Group on International Cooperation and Coordination was held in
Urumqi. In the meeting, it was ensured that CPEC remains an open,
transparent and inclusive, therefore the two countries have decided
and agreed to open up CPEC to 3rd
party participation. He said that
friendship between Pakistan and
China is not merely the result of
convergence of bilateral interests
but, in fact, determined by geography, history and culture.
As Prime Minister Imran Khan said
that future of Pakistan and China
is co-related, so the relationship
has been sustained by successive
governments and generations of
people. “While our close ties and
partnership is a factor of peace and
stability, it is also a target of our detractors. So our media, therefore,
needs to play a crucial role to help
nurture our historic ties, educate
our peoples, promote our stories of
friendship and continue advancing new and innovative ideas for
achieving our shared destiny.”
“Playing this role successfully
would be a great service to our
friendship, regional stability and
most significantly, for the prosperity of our peoples,” he added.
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Diplomacy Thru Pictures

AFGHAN AMBASSADOR, NAJIBULLAH ALIKHEL CALLED
ON FOREIGN MINISTER MAKHDOOM SHAH MAHMOOD
QURESHI AT MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ISLAMABAD

H.E TAREK MOHAMED DAHROUG, AMBASSADOR OF THE
ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT IN MEETING WITH MINISTER OF
STATE/CHAIRMAN, BOI, MR. ATIF R.BOKHARI IN ISLAMABAD

DR. CHRISTIAN TURNER, BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER TO PAKISTAN CALLED ON
FEDERAL MINISTER FOR AVIATION GHULAM SARWAR KHAN IN ISLAMABAD

H. E PIOTR OPALINSKI, AMBASSADOR OF POLAND IN ISLAMABAD CALLED ON MR. ATIF R. BOKHARI, MOS/CHAIRMAN,
BOARD OF INVESTMENT AT BOI IN ISLAMABAD

Sahiwal: Haji Sohail Anjum Ansari former President SCCI and
Shahzad Anjum Ansari presenting souvenir to
Deputy Commissioner Sahiwal Babar Bashir

CHINESE AMBASSADOR TO PAKISTAN, H.E NONG RONG CALLED ON THE SAPM ON OVERSEAS PAKISTAN
AND HRD, SAYED ZULFIKAR ABASS BUKHARI IN ISLAMABAD
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Diplomacy Thru Pictures

ABDUL RAZAK DAWOOD, ADVISOR TO THE PM ON
CMMERCE AND INVESTMENT IN A MEETING WITH U.S
CHARGE D’ AFFAIRS ANGELA AGGELER IN ISLAMABAD.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES’ AMBASSADOR FOR PAKISTAN
H.E MR. HAMMAD OBAID IBRAHIM ALZABI CALLING ON
MINISTER FOR INTERIOR SHEIKH RASHID AHMED IN ISLAMABAD

Sahiwal: A PML-N delegation comprising Haji Sohail Anjum
Ansari, Rao Kamran and Chudhry Bilal Rashid called on
former Governor Punjab Sardar Latif Khosa.

UZBEKISTAN DEFENSE ATTACHE LT. COL. SAADUULLAH
TASHMATOV CALL ON FEDERAL MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
MUHAMMAD AZAM KHAN SWATI, ISLAMABAD.

Ambassador of Ukraine to Pakistan H.E. Mr. Markian
Chuchuk Presenting “Gift” to Rashid Humayun Hairman
Chairman CIBEO Pakistan.

Sheikh Rashid Shafique MNA and Parliamentary secretary
for Narcotics Control called on Naseeb Ullah Naseeb, Country
Director of OZ Istanbul.

H.E SYED MOHAMMAD ALI HOSSEINI AMBASSADOR OF
IRAN CALLED ON MS. ZOBAIDA JALAL, FEDERAL MINISTER
FOR DEFENCE PRODUCTION AT HER OFFICE IN ISLAMABAD

German Ambassador Bernhard Schlagheck and French Ambassador
Marc Baréty presented the Franco-German Prize for Human Rights &
Rule of Law to activist Nayyab Ali.
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Geo-strategic importance of Pakistan-Russia relations
SAJJAD SHAUKAT
There are no permanent friends
and enemies in international politics. Friendship and enmity change
in accordance with the states’ interests which are of primary importance. During the Cold War,
Pakistan was allied with the USA
and the former USSR backed India.
Following the end of the Cold War,
the USA left both Pakistan and Afghanistan to face the fallout of the
Afghan war 1.
After the 9/11 tragedy, the USA,
again needed Pakistan’s help.
Pakistan was granted the status
of non-NATO ally by the USA due
to the early successes, achieved by
Pakistan’s Army and Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) against the AlQaeda militants.
But, when the US-led allies felt
that they are failing in coping with
the stiff resistance of the Taliban in Afghanistan, especially the
USA started accusing the Pakistan
Army and ISI of supporting the Afghan Taliban.
When the US-led NATO decided
to end the prolonged war in Afghanistan and to withdraw its
forces, again, Washington needed
Pakistan’s assistance. Since the US
Special Representative for Afghan
Reconciliation Ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad started his efforts to
convince the Taliban to have direct
talks with the USA, he admitted
that Pakistan has been playing a
major role which also resulted into
the US and Taliban agreement in
Doha, the capital of Qatar on February 29.
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
had particularly, thanked Islamabad for efforts in helping reach
the agreement. Visiting top US
civil and military officials are still
praising Pakistan.
At the same time, the USA, which
has signed several agreements, including defence pact, with India,
is still supporting New Delhi to
counterbalance China. In the recent past, during his visit to New
Delhi, US Secretary of State Pompeo along with Defense Secretary
Mark Esper, the USA and India
signed a pact to share sensitive
satellite and map data, as Pompeo
warned of the threat posed by an
increasingly assertive China.
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In its report on Counter Terrorism
released on June 24, 2020, the US
State Department allegedly stated
that Pakistan continued to serve
as a safe haven for regionally focused terrorist groups and allowed
groups to target India and Afghanistan.
Next day, Pakistan’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs expressed disappointment over the US Report on
Terrorism, describing it as selfcontradictory and selective by
elaborating: “Pakistan will not allow any group or entity to use its
territory against any country.”
Recently, Pakistan’s Ambassador to
the UN Munir Akram handed over
to the UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres a dossier on India’s
campaign to promote terrorism
in Pakistan by pointing out that it
was violation of international law,
the UN Charter and Security Council resolutions.
Taking cognizance of the US double game, Islamabad has been
strengthening its relations with
the Russian Federation.
During his first trip to Moscow,
Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff
Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa on April
24, met with the Commander of
Russian Ground Forces Col Gen
Oleg Salyukov who acknowledged
achievements of Pakistan Army in
fight against terrorism. He stated
that Pakistan is a geostrategically
important country and Russia was
keen to expand its existing bilateral military-to-military cooperation.
Russia and China favour Pakistan’s efforts towards reconciliation and peace in Afghanistan,
which are essential for the whole
region. On 9 June 2017, Pakistan’s
then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif held a meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin on the
sidelines of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit
in Astana, Kazakhstan. President
Putin stated: “Pakistan is an important partner for Russia in
South Asia” and congratulated Mr
Sharif on Pakistan’s full membership to the SCO.
An agreement had been signed in
Islamabad on 7 August 2018 between Pakistan and Russia for
the training of Pakistani troops
in Russia. Pakistan’s defence ties
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with Moscow are growing strong
and this pact has opened new avenues of cooperation.
On 27 September 2018, Pakistan
and Russia signed a historic $10
billion offshore gas pipeline agreement in Moscow. The project will
help Russia cement its place in the
energy market of Pakistan. Under the agreement, a state-owned
Pakistani company will collaborate with Russia’s energy giant
company Gazprom. On 6 February
2019, during a visit of the Russian
delegation, headed by Gazprom,
the Russian side pledged an investment of $14 billion in the offshore
gas pipeline project.
Islamabad will also gain access to
the Russian market to boost its
overall exports, while Moscow offered to revive Pakistan steel mill.
Islamabad and Moscow agreed
on 22 May 2019 to enhance cooperation in various fields, including trade, energy and defence sectors. The agreement was reached
at a meeting between Pakistan’s
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi and his Russian counterpart Sergey Lavrov.
As regards the military relations,
a defense-counter terrorism related agreement was signed in
2014. Under the deal four Mi35 helicopters were also sold by Russia
to Pakistan. Since 2016, Islamabad
and Moscow have been conducting joint military exercises named
DRUZBHA.
Pakistan has already allowed Russia to use Gwadar port through the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Islamabad plans to join
CPEC with the Eurasian economic
union (Central Asian Republics).
Moreover, in a meeting held between the USA, Russia, China and
Pakistan in Beijing in July 2019,
the four countries had called on
the Taliban to immediately agree
to a ceasefire and to engage in direct negotiations with the Afghan
government.
Nonetheless, the Russia-Pakistan-China alliance for collective security against terrorism,
emanating from the India-US
nexus, in checking the emerging realities in Indo-Pacific
and the larger Eurasia, Pakistan-Russia relations have geostrategic importance.

IRCRA delegation briefed about global
politics, Pak-Afghan ties

ISLAMABAD: The Centre for
Middle East &amp; Africa
(CMEA) at the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI)
hosted a delegation from the
International Research Council for Religious Affairs (IRCRA)
on Thursday including participants from Afghanistan. President IRCRA, Mr Muhammad Israr Madani was also present on
the occasion. Director CMEA,
Ms. Amina Khan, and who also
works on Afghanistan, welcomed the delegation and gave
a brief introduction of the ISSI.
Director General ISSI, Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry
briefed the delegation on global politics and Pak-Afghan ties.
He noted how at the end of the
Cold War, it seemed that the
world was heading towards
multi- polarity. After events of
9/11, terrorism and counter terrorism became the focus of the
world stage. Presently, however, the world is seeing intensifying competition between
United States and China. In order to counter China’s rise, the

US has embarked on its Pivot
to Asia strategy, where among
other things, it is trying to fortify India as a counterweight
to China. Amidst this competition, the issue of terrorism has
taken a backseat.
Giving a political and geo-strategic overview of different regions, Ambassador Chaudhry
was of the view that in India,
the present Modi government
is bent on making India a Hindu Rashtra while in the Middle
East, many countries are still
entangled in civil war. Europe
is also embroiled in its internal
issues and has not asserted itself as an active participant in
global and regional politics.
In the backdrop of this scenario, he talked about the situation
in Afghanistan and the peace
process which is paramount
not only for Pakistan but for
the region and subsequently
the world.
He outlined points which need
special focus in this regard:
the presence of foreign troops
on Afghan soil, the formation

and composition of the Afghan
government, attainment of a
sustainable ceasefire to end
bloodshed and the responsibility of regional and other important countries to not interfere in Afghanistan’s internal
affairs. He also highlighted the
importance of a conducive PakAfghan relationship, and said
that Afghanistan is and always
will be Pakistan’s neighbor,
therefore both countries need
to expand the contours of their
bilateral relationship, hence it
is for the benefit of both countries and for the entire region
that this relationship improves.
He concluded by saying that
it was essential for both sides
to expand cooperation on
all levels, be it political, economic, military, or people
to people contacts. He also
emphasized on how the ISSI
is working on increasing
its outreach to Afghanistan
through academic linkages
and welcomes such initiatives to further strengthen
the bilateral relationship.
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Pakistan and Saudi Arabia-UAE dynamics
Inam Ul Haque
Alot has happened, at least in the
perceptual domain, since August 27,
2020, when I wrote “The imperatives
of Pak-Saudi relations”, published in
this space. And perceptions are critical to any relationship. Then… the interdependent nature of our historic
and deep-rooted ties was emphasised.
However, in the past six months,
there have been some defining developments that would continue to
underpin Pak-Saudi bilateral ties as
long as Mohammed Bin Salman (MBS)
holds the reins of the kingdom.
First development concerns Saudi financial package. The $6.2 billion package included $3 billion in cash assistance (with 3.2% interest payable); and
$3.2 billion in deferred payment for
annual oil and gas supply. The package was for one year with a roll-over
option for three years. The kingdom
has demanded its money ($3 billion)
ahead of the schedule. The oil facility
stands suspended.
Pakistan repaid $1 billion to the kingdom in May this year after securing
an equal amount in loan from China.
And now China has again agreed to
provide $1.5 billion, enabling Pakistan
to repay the remaining Saudi debt.
Pakistan was to retire $1 billion this
week. The remaining $1 billion is due
in January 2021. The way this issue
has been handled, is not pretty.
The second issue concerns worker visas. Though the Saudi Ambassador did
clarify last week that the kingdom
was deporting all workers — irrespective of nationality — who did not have
valid documents; Pakistanis would be
disproportionately affected. And if
you combine the UAE’s recent denial
of visit visas to tourists from some 13
mostly Muslim majority nations including Pakistan, the move creates
perceptual misunderstandings.
The third development is the sixday UAE (December 9-10) and KSA
(December 13-14) visit by Gen Manoj
Mukund Naravane, the Indian Army
Chief; the first such visit by an Indian
army chief. Gen Naravane’s visit took
place immediately after the Indian
External Affairs Minister, S Jaishankar’s trips to UAE and Bahrain.
Understandably, India imports 18% of
its crude oil requirements from the
kingdom, which is India’s fourthlargest trading partner after China,
the US and Japan. Both UAE and Saudi
Arabia consider India as a major energy consumer and are building a massive $42 billion petrochemical plant in
Maharashtra. The Gulf region hosts
around 8.5 million Indian workers,
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with more than 2.7 million in Saudi
Arabia alone. Almost 30% of UAE’s total population comprises Indians.
Assertive diplomacy by PM Modi
has altered perceptions to an extent
where his overtly anti-Muslim policies raise no eyebrows in the Gulf. The
Modi government has actively wooed
the kingdom, UAE, Oman, Bahrain,
and Kuwait. After assuming office in
2014, Modi has visited the GCC countries eight times; UAE thrice and Saudi Arabia twice.
In October 2019, during his Saudi
visit, both countries decided to establish the Strategic Partnership Council
(SPC); India being the fourth country
having strategic partnership with the
kingdom after the UK, France, and
China. This fits well with the kingdom’s “Vision-2030” roadmap to diversify its economy and better utilise
the Khaleeji or Gulf capital, rather
than keeping it in Western banks.
The kingdom and UAE feel that India
is better placed to economically help
them given her size, resources and industrial potential.
Militarily, Saudi Arabia and India
have formed a Joint Committee on
Defence Cooperation (JCDC) with
delegation-level visits since 2018. The
Royal Saudi Armed Forces officers are
to train at Indian defence training
institutes. Joint exercises have commenced alongside port calls and plans
for joint production of spare parts for
naval and land systems.
With UAE, India has a Joint Defence
Cooperation Committee (JDCC). Regular joint exercises, visit exchanges,
port calls and talks on defence manufacturing and space exploration are
underway. India, UAE navies conducted a joint exercise, ‘Gulf Star I’
off the UAE coast in 2018. Their air
forces have conducted joint exercises like ‘Desert Eagle II’ at the Al
Dhafra Air Base in Abu Dhabi. UAE
has shown interest in the Indian
military equipment like surfaceto-air Akash missile and anti-ship
BrahMos cruise missile, besides investment in India’s defense sector
such as unmanned platforms, shipbuilding, armoured vehicles, munitions and small arms.
The trio actively collaborates on counterterrorism,
intelligence-sharing
and coordination.
The continued Saudi/UAE bonhomie
with India is construed as hedging
against Pakistan. And the “perceived”
chasm is linked to Saudi/UAE resentment of Pakistan’s stand-offish Iran
policy. Both also accuse Islamabad
which — despite liberal financial assistance by Riyadh — did not keep its
pledge to “protect Saudi territory” by
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not militarily joining the Saudi war
in Yemen. Details were covered in my
article, “The Saudi pivot, Pakistan and
Kashmir — is there a chasm?” published in this newspaper on August 12
this year.
The Saudi-UAE combine is also ostensibly wary of the “Erdogan-effect”
on Pakistan. After assuming power
in 2002, Recep Tayyip Erdogan has
visited Pakistan four times. There is
growing cultural, defence and diplomatic cooperation between Pakistan
and Turkey.
In my August 26 article, I optimistically wrote; “Who knows, an IndoSaudi warming up may augment
Pakistan’s stance on Kashmir.” FM
Qureshi’s statement in Beijing after
the second round of China-Pakistan
Foreign Ministers’ Strategic Dialogue
(August 20-21) was construed as a
pressure tactic for the Saudi/UAEdominated OIC to admonish India on
Kashmir.
Consequently, the declaration after
the 47th Session of the Council of
Foreign Ministers at Niamey, Niger
(November 27-28, 2020) reiterated
“… the OIC’s principled position on
Jammu and Kashmir dispute”, calling for peaceful resolution according
to the relevant UNSC resolutions.
The outcome document in a comprehensive and strongly-worded resolution, included almost all points that
Pakistan has been emphasising visà-vis Kashmir.
So the strands of Saudi policy gleaned
from the above facts smack of a ‘carrot and stick approach’ wherein Saudi
Arabia under its Crown Prince — who
is in a hurry to redefine the regional order — simultaneously hedges
against Pakistan and inclines to proPakistan dynamics.
Though the historic constants of
Pak-Saudi bilateralism — like religious aff inity, Pakistan being
the kingdom’s strategic depth, interdependence, military ties, etc
— are in place, these are on hold
due to a changed Saudi threat perception. Iran has replaced Israel
in the Saudi/UAE threat perception and Israel brings India to the
equation. India for its part would
like to reduce its oil imports from
Iran under the prevailing situation; and given the series of Israeli recognitions, the Saudi-UAE
combine would like to rope in India that is closer to Israel.
A Saudi Arabia not sure of its place in
the Biden administration is naturally
frustrated. Loss of US reliability under Trump and Biden’s stated tough
stance leaves the kingdom to look for
alternatives.

Pakistan-Turkey high level military
dialogue group held in Ankara
ing also took stock of the progress
that has been made since the last
HLMDG meeting held in Pakistan
in April last year. The HLMDG is
the highest level of institutional
mechanism between Pakistan
and Turkey, mandated to charter
policies and action plans to promote ties in the defence field. The
next session of Pakistan-Turkey
HLMDG meeting will be held in
Pakistan in 2021. Lt. Gen. (Retd)
Mian Muhammad Hilal Hussain
separately called on Minister for
National Defence of Turkey Hulusi Akar, Chief of Turkish General
Staff General Ya?ar Guler, Head
of Presidency of Turkish Defence
Islamabad: December 24, 2020:
The 15th meeting of Turkey-Pakistan High Level Military Dialogue
Group (HLMDG) was held in Ankara from 22-23 December. General Selçuk Bayraktaro?lu, Deputy
Chief of Turkish General Staff led
the Turkish delegation, while Lt.
Gen. (Retd) Mian Muhammad Hilal Hussain, Secretary Defence led
Pakistan delegation in the talks,
says a press release received here
today from Ankara. During the
HLMDG meeting, both delegations
discussed all avenues of mutual
cooperation in military training,
education, counter terrorism and
defence industry cooperation in-

cluding joint production and procurement. Both sides shared perspectives on prevailing regional
environment including the Middle
East, South Asia and Afghanistan. The two sides reaffirmed
the resolve to further strengthen
defence cooperation. The meet-

Rehabilitation of drug abuse victims
PM’s top priority: Minister for Narcotics
Islamabad: December 23, 2020:
Federal Minister for Narcotics Control, Brig (R) Ijaz Ahmad Shah met
with the Country Representative of
UNODC Mr. Jeremy Milsom at the
Ministry of Narcotics on Wednesday. The Minister welcomed the
Representative and appreciated
the role of UNODC in drug eradication process. “The role of UNODC
in fighting this menace is worth
appreciation” the Minister said.
Country representative of UNODC
briefed the Minister about the
functioning and operations of the
organisation in regards with drug
eradication. “Just like global world,
Pakistan is trying its best to get rid
of this menace” the Federal Minister said. “The government’s primary focus is on the crackdowns
against drug dealers, we certainly

cannot let our youth fall victim to
this menace” the Federal Minister
said. “Furthermore, the treatment
and rehabilitation of the victims is
also our utmost priority “ he added.
Mr. Milsom appreciated the interests of the government and said
that the 3rd Country plan will com-

Industries Prof. Dr. Ismail Demir
and CEO of Turkish Aerospace
Industries (TAI) Dr. Temil Kotil.
Pakistan delegation also visited
defence industry firms including Baykar (UAV OEM), ASELSAN,
HAVELSAN and TAI.
mence from 2021, while the previous two have been quite fruitful.
He also ensured full cooperation in
efforts of government to fight this
evil. The meeting concluded with
the promise of working together to
fight this evil and make Pakistan
a drug free society in the near future. “We will try our best to completely eliminate this menace of
drugs from our society” the Federal
Minister for Narcotics control, Ijaz
Ahmad Shah said.
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Nuclear safety and security in Pakistan: An analysis
Muhammad Rizwan
The emergence of nuclear technologies has brought with it numerous benefits for humanity. But
with these benefits, there are some
vulnerabilities. The most fundamental problem that is associated
with nuclear power plants is their
safety and security. We can define
nuclear safety as “the achievement
of proper operating conditions, prevention of accidents or mitigation
of accident consequences, resulting
in protection of workers, the public
and the environment from undue
radiation hazards”. We can define
nuclear security as “the prevention
and detection of, and response to,
theft, sabotage, unauthorised access, illegal transfer or other malicious acts involving nuclear material, other radioactive substances or
their associated facilities”.
The international community is
working closely to help member
states in promoting the safety and
security of nuclear power plants.
Since its establishment, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) provides the basic standards
for the member states to improve
the safety and security of nuclear
material. As an active member of
the Global community, Pakistan is
also working effectively with international bodies including IAEA.
Pakistan has never faced a single
incident (the case related to Dr
A Q Khan was an exception) that
could be labelled as a violation of
international norms related to the
standards of safety and security in
Pakistan. Generally, the efforts of
Pakistan are recognised by the international community, though
there is some baseless propaganda.
Director-General of the International Atomic Energy Agency Yukiya Amano visited Pakistan in March
2018. After the visit, he asserted
that measures taken by Pakistan
to the safety and security of the
nuclear weapons are per the standards of IAEA. In 2018, Pakistan was
re-elected as a member of the board
of governors of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). It
was not an ordinary achievement.
The head of the IAEA’s nuclear security division also visited Pakistan.
He praised the security measures
taken by Pakistan to protect its nuclear facilities. Recently in 2020, the
“Nuclear Threat Initiative”, a USbased watchdog recognised Paki-
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stan as the “most improved nation
in nuclear security”.
This success in establishing robust
safety and security does not evolve
overnight. It is a lengthy and exhausting journey. Different departments are working dedicatedly
under the National Command Authority to ensure nuclear safety and
security in Pakistan. The Strategic
Plan Division and Pakistan nuclear
regulatory authority are playing
a leading role in this regard. If we
talk about nuclear safety, the Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory authority
(PNRA), an independent body, dealing with all kinds of issues related
to nuclear safety. It was established
in 2001. It is prepared with the latest equipment and has well trained
technical experts. The function of
PNRA includes “issue licenses for
imports and exports of radiological
substances and controls, regulates,
and supervises all matters relating to nuclear safety and radiation
protection”. Moreover, Pakistan has
also ratified the Convention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Material. Pakistan is also a signatory to
the Convention on Nuclear Safety
and strictly follows IAEA guidelines
related to nuclear safety issues.
At present, Pakistan is following
the Nuclear Security Action Plan
(NSAP) in coordination with IAEA.
The main purpose of this plan is to
reinforce the capabilities of PNRA.
Pakistan also has a proper Nuclear
Emergency Management System
to deal with any kind of emergencies related to radiation. Pakistan
is also party to the Convention on
Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident. Pakistan has enacted “export
control law “and proper “export
control Division (SECDEV) “for sensitive material demonstrates the
fact Pakistan is strictly following
International obligation to stop the
illegal trade of radioactive material.
If we look at the security issues related to nuclear security, Pakistan
is following almost all the international standards from the UNSC
resolution 1540 to Nuclear Security Summit (NSS). After the 9/11
incident, different initiatives were
adopted to counter any kind of security threat from the terrorists.
Pakistan actively participated in
the Nuclear Security Summit and
adopted many measures as prescribed in NSS to further strengthen its security system. Pakistan is
also an active member of the global
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initiative to combat nuclear terrorism. Authorities at the highest level
in Pakistan are regularly monitoring the security of nuclear plants
in Pakistan. Pakistan has employed
modern technological tools for the
better preservation of its nuclear
materials; these include “intrusion
detection systems, access control
systems, delay barriers, and search
systems and a central alarm station”. Moreover, Pakistan is also
working successfully to train special soldiers for the physical protection of its nuclear plants. It has
established the Centre of Excellence
for Nuclear Security. Its role is to develop a special force for the physical
protection of its plants. At present,
more than 10 thousand active security personnel are working under
the strategic plan division for security purposes.
By observing these initiatives, one
can ascertain that Pakistan is following two types of major steps.
First, at the domestic level, it is
building its capacity at both the
organisational and technical levels and providing it with proper
legal arrangements. While on the
other hand, Pakistan is also effective with international bodies not only to strengthen its arrangements but also to create a
safe and secure nuclear environment at the international level.
Despite these vigorous efforts and
recognitions from international
bodies, Pakistan is faced with coordinated fallacious propaganda
about the safety and security of its
nuclear reactors. This propaganda
is generated by actors who want to
achieve their interests by maligning Pakistan. Pakistan is also facing discriminatory behaviour in
the supply of civilian nuclear technology. Although this civilian nuclear technology has been playing
an effective role in the well-being
of the masses. It is high time for
the international community to
step up and tear down the distorted image of Pakistan propagated
by a few elements. Moreover, the
international community should
pave the way for indistinguishable
treatment with Pakistan in nuclear trade. This will help in building
not only a stable environment internationally, but it will also help
Pakistan in further enhancing its
safety and security measures that
are a prerequisite for international peace and stability.

Australia keen to enhance trade relations with Pakistan
Islamabad: December 23, 2020: Australian High Commissioner to Pakistan, H.E. Dr. Geoffrey Shaw, called
on the Federal Minister for Finance
and Revenue Dr. Abdul Hafeez Shaikh today. The Minister extended a

ment of Pakistan and its people and
hoped that the positive sentiments
will continue in future for the benefit of both the countries. In his
virtual remarks, the High Commissioner said Pakistan is at the heart of

warm welcome to H.E. High Commissioner and commended the support extended by the Government
and people of Australia to Govern-

a regional market with a large population, diverse resources, and untapped potential for trade and would
like to explore further opportunities

for enhancing trade relations between the two countries. He said
that the Australian Government
invests in the people of Pakistan
through Australian Aid Programs
in the spheres of health and education. He reiterated to continue the
cooperation especially when
Pakistan is making efforts to
successfully ward off the effects of the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, the High Commissioner added. The Minister
thanked the High Commissioner for his cooperation and
wished that the bilateral relations will further strengthen
especially when the pandemic
is over and the world trade will return to normalcy.

President of Turkic World Educational and Scientific
Cooperation Organization visited ECOSF
Islamabad
Dec,
21
2020:
Dr. Darkhan Kydyrali, President
of Turkic World Educational
and Scientific Cooperation Organization (TWESCO) visited
ECOSF. He was accompanied by
the Dr. Askhat Kessikbayev, Permanent Secretary of TWESCO
and Mr. Aman, Deputy Head of
Mission of Embassy of Kazakhstan in Islamabad. The delega-

tion was warmly welcomed by
President ECOSF Prof. Manzoor
Soomro. A meeting was also
held by the Delegation with

President ECOSF and discussed
to enhance the collaboration.
It is pertinent to mention that
a MoU was already signed be-

tween both the regional
organizations for joint
activities in ECO region.
During the visit, President ECOSF presented
Insignia and Five Year
Report of the Foundation
to Dr. Kydyrali. A report
and two books (on Farabi
and Iqbal respectively)
were also given to Prof. Soomro
by President TWESCO.
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Role of think-tanks vital to counter
anti-CPEC propaganda: experts

Islamabad: December 23, 2020:
China-Pakistan Study Center
(CPSC) at the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI) hosted Second Pakistan-China Think
Tank Dialogue via videoconferencing. The dialogue focused on
the emerging strategic environment, regional dynamics, and
Pakistan-China cooperation to
advance peace and stability. The
dialogue was addressed by Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry,
Director-General Institute of
Strategic Studies Islamabad and
Ms Pan Chunxue, Deputy Chief
of Mission, Embassy of China in
Islamabad.
The dialogue brought together
eminent experts of PakistanChina relations including Dr
Fazal ur Rehman, Director Pakistan Institute of China Studies,
Dr Wang Shida, Deputy Director
China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, Mr
Amir Rana, Director Pakistan Institute of Peace Studies and Prof
Zhang Jiadong, Director Center
for South Asian Studies, Fuda
University.
Dr Talat Shabbir, in his introductory remarks, thanked the esteemed speakers and highlighted
the changing regional dynamics.
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He underlined that amid change,
Pakistan-China relationship remains a constant as both sides
continue to maintain close political and strategic communication and coordination to stabilize
the regional environment.
Ambassador
Aizaz
Ahmad
Chaudhry, Director-General ISSI,
in his welcome remarks, underscored that China is not interested in strategic competition; it
rather focuses on economic competition for its peaceful rise. Pakistan-China friendship is an important element for maintaining
peace in South Asia. US and India
are not in favour of China’s BRI
and CPEC and that’s why
the role of think-tank is important in building a positive narrative and these dialogues are
significant and Pakistan-China
both have to counter that propaganda against CPEC.
Ms. Pang Chunxue, Deputy Chief
of Mission, in her remarks, highlighted traditional and nontraditional issues that continue
to influence regional dynamics.
Referring to COVID-19 pandemic, she underlined that it has
changed the international environment in unexpected ways.
Meanwhile, as new challenges
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come up, so do the need for closer cooperation and coordination
between regional countries.
Meanwhile, panellists highlighted various aspects of the
contemporary strategic environment with a focus on the probable shift in regional politics as
the new administration of Joe
Biden takes over in the US, the
influence of Indo-Pacific strategy of China’s approach to South
Asia. Meanwhile, experts debated ways in which Pakistan and
China can respond to hegemonic
ambitions of Hindutva inspired
Indian leadership. The discussion
also explored regional coordination to support the going Afghan
peace process and India-Pakistan
tensions, regarding the situation
in Indian-occupied Kashmir.
Ambassador Khalid Mahmood,
Chairman ISSI, in his concluding remarks, highlighted that
strengthening relations with
China is the cornerstone of
Pakistan’s foreign policy. Pakistan will continue to closely
engage with China to foster regional stability. He also
thanked speakers for participating in the dialogue, which
is becoming an annual feature
of the CPSC.

Foreign Secretary Sohail Mahmood says
CPEC is a transformational project
Islamabad: “CPEC is a transformational project. There is a
complete national consensus
on CPEC’s indispensability for
our national development efforts. Pakistan and China are
firmly committed to the timely completion of CPEC projects
and making it a High-Quality
Demonstration Project of BRI”,
this was underscored by Foreign Secretary Sohail Mahmood in a meeting with Chairman CPEC Authority, General
(R) Asim Salim Bajwa.
Reviewing the progress of
CPEC projects, Foreign Secretary maintained that CPEC energy and infrastructure projects had created thousands of
jobs and had boosted industrial growth and productivity. It
testified to the fact that CPEC’s
contribution to strengthen
Pakistan’s economic landscape
has been real and substantial,

the nine CPEC SEZs, namely
Rashakai, Dhabeji and Allama
Iqbal, have been prioritized
and Pakistan would welcome

he emphasized
The Foreign Secretary underlined that Pakistan’s focus in
the next Phase of CPEC was on
industrialization and socioeconomic development, areas
that will create vast job and
growth opportunities for the
common people. Three out of

foreign direct investment in
those projects.
General (R) Asim Salim Bajwa
underscored that the CPEC
Authority was committed to
ensuring that CPEC projects
were completed on time. He
hoped that the 10th JCC, likely
to be held in the near future,

will create more economic
opportunities and contribute
to further expansion of CPEC
projects. He reaffirmed that
Pakistan would welcome relocation of industry from China
and in that regard will institute a regime that could encourage inflow of Chinese investments to Pakistan.
The Foreign Secretary underlined that the Government
was particularly focused on
strengthening agricultural cooperation between Pakistan
and China. In that regard, a
Plan of Action, detailing the
contours of this collaboration,
was already being discussed
between the two governments.
The Foreign Secretary hoped
that the Plan of Action will be
expeditiously implemented.
It was reaffirmed in the
meeting
that
post-COVID-19, through collective efforts of China and Pakistan,
CPEC would become the hub
for the regional trade and
connectivity and will deepen
people-to-people exchanges
at a wider level.
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